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Foreword

When we launched The Film Collaborative in 2010, “transparency” was still a dirty word 
at worst, and a strange one at best. Now, four years later, it’s at least distributionally 
correct and, often, it is even expected. But I still run into investors and filmmakers who 
are unwilling to share data. I say to them what I have been saying for years: beware of 
perpetuating the problem rather than being part of the solution…it affects you every 
time you make a film or consider investing in one. On the other hand, happily, many 
filmmakers are empowered by DIY and DIWO and are successfully building their 
filmmaker brands. Some are utilizing Twitter and Facebook at festivals for the first time, 
selling off their sites Day & Date with the street date for the first time and seeing results. 
Others still want to just have someone else take their baby off their hands, regardless 
of what marketing is done, or not done. There’s nothing wrong with that, as long as your 
eyes are open and you are honest with the people who are expecting something back 
from the film.

This is the second volume of the Selling Your Film Without Selling Your Soul case study 
book series, the first volume of which was published in 2011. We’ve again made it multi-
format and free. Selling Your Film Outside the U.S. is also case-study oriented, but it also 
provides a general exploration of distribution in Europe. The first chapter, aptly entitled 
“Digital Distribution in Europe,” starts us off with a portrait of what’s happening with new 
media in the old world. It seems that, after lagging behind the US and Asia, things there 
are really percolating!

We plan to continue to provide additional content on this subject in forthcoming articles 
on our blog, and we are in fact are readying several new posts on related topics 
and deeper dives whose final research was not able to be completed in time for this 
publication.

Jeffrey Winter and I are delighted to be co-authoring again with Jon Reiss and Sheri 
Candler (also TFC Director of Digital Marketing Strategy) and we are grateful for their 
contribution. For this volume, we have brought on yet another “Brave Thinker of Indie 
Film,” Wendy Bernfeld, who, like Jon Reiss in 2009, also (alongside Orly Ravid and The 
Film Collaborative and Sheri Candler) made Oscar®-winning producer Ted Hope’s list 
in 2010. Wendy Bernfeld, founder of Rights Stuff, is also our trusted Board of Advisors 
member, and is, I think, the best person in Europe to cover the digital space there. We 
offer her our sincerest thanks. And once again, we are also endebted to our rockin’ 
Creative Director / Director of TFC Direct Digital Distribution Initiatives, David Averbach, 
who makes everything lovelier.

http://www.thefilmcollaborative.org/blog
http://www.thewrap.com/movies/blog-post/21-great-free-thinkers-indie-film-12272
http://trulyfreefilm.hopeforfilm.com/2010/12/brave-thinkers-of-indie-film-2010-edition.html


To stay current, we recommend that you keep up with the educational resources and 
blogs on TFC’s and the authors’ respective sites and on SellingYourFilm.com.

Please feel free to contact us if you need help resolving your distribution. There is no 
need to reinvent strategies; there’s a lot of great information you can access to craft the 
right distribution plan for your film, here in the US, and around the world. You just have to 
be willing to put in the time and the work because few films distribute themselves.

Wishing you all the best and much success, however you define it.

Sincerely,

Orly Ravid 
Founder, The Film Collaborative 
Non-Profit on Purpose. 
Filmmakers First.

http://www.sellingyourfilm.com
mailto:%20contactus@thefilmcollaborative.org


Digital Distribution in Europe

by Wendy Bernfeld and Orly Ravid



Carpe Diem for Indie Filmmakers  
in the Digital/VOD Sector 

by Wendy Bernfeld

Snapshot

For the first decade or so of the dozen years that I’ve been working an agent, buyer, and 
seller in the international digital pay and VOD sector, few of the players, whether rights 
holders or platforms, actually made any serious money from VOD, and over the years, 
many platforms came and went.

However, the tables have turned significantly, and particularly for certain types of films 
such as mainstream theatrical features, TV shows and kids programming, VOD has been 
strengthening, first in English-language mainstream markets such as the United States, 
then in the United Kingdom, and now more recently across Europe and other foreign 
language international territories. While traditional revenues (DVD, TV) have dropped 
as much as 20% – 30%, VOD revenues—from cable, telecom, IPTV, etc.—have been 
growing, and, depending on the film and the circumstances, have sometimes not only 
filled that revenue gap, but exceeded it.

For smaller art house, festival, niche, or indie films, particularly overseas, though, 
VOD has not yet become as remunerative. This is gradually improving now in 2014 in 
Europe, but for these special gems, more effort for relatively less money is still required, 
particularly when the films do not have a recognizable/strong cast, major festival acclaim, 
or other wide exposure or marketing.

Windows/Models/Deal-making/Terms

Because today’s VOD is not just one thing anymore (24-hour rental to a TV set), we 
at Rights Stuff believe that licensing VOD in its different rights, windows of sequence, 
screens/devices, and across multiple platforms and regions is the way to go. 

First, let’s have a look at the many forms that comprise VOD:

1. TVOD (Transactional VOD), EST/DTO (Electronic Sell-Through/Download-to-Own). 
Each of these terms refers to a payment by a consumer on a per-transaction basis, 
either via a temporary rental for a 24- to 48-hour period (TVOD), or a permanent 
download (EST/DTO).

a. Examples in Europe include iTunes, BSkyB’s Skystore, Amazon Prime/Lovefilm, 
SF Anytime (Nordic region), Belgacom and Telenet (Belgium), Maxdome 
(Germany), Telecom/Orange (France), Blinkbox (UK), Pathe.nl (Holland), etc.

http://www.rights-stuff.com


b. Terms: These are of course negotiable and film specific, but generally 
speaking, they are usually done on a revenue share (e.g. 50/50, 60/40, 
sometimes 70/30) without upfront advances, and are non-exclusive. Windows 
can be 2 – 4 months for current films (new releases) and 6 – 12 months for 
library titles.

c. One success story in the art house/documentary sector: Some top Berlinale/
Cannes festival-acclaimed films, which did get theatrical release in the 
Netherlands but were not bought by pay or free TV in Holland, were able to be 
licensed non-exclusively to various TVOD platforms locally (telecom and cable, 
pre-iTunes). In one month the two films made €70,000 just from non-exclusive 
TVOD, which helped make up for lowered revenues from theatrical and DVD in 
the region. 

d. On the other hand, with smaller or very niche films, such as those from lesser-
known festivals and with no local exposure, it can be difficult to get the film 
sold to overseas TVOD services since buyers often buy based on a film’s 
recognition from some sort of exposure (theatrical, DVD, press, or online) in the 
target territory. Deals with these platforms usually involve just a revenue share, 
not a minimum guarantee, and even when a sale is made to these overseas 
TVOD services, the size of the earnings check one ultimately receives will 
depend on the platform’s own style, its marketing strength, and the way it 
positions your particular film. Of course, it also helps greatly if a filmmaker 
also is able to promote the film in that overseas territory, because it is harder 
to convince a customer in that region to make a purchase decision and elect 
to pay-per-view a film, director, or cast he does not recognize. (That’s why 
sometimes recent lesser known niche, doc, or indie films can do better on 
SVOD and/or AVOD services—see below for examples—where consumers can 
discover the film without first making a per-film purchase or rental decision.) 
Of course there are exceptions, particularly where strong social media, other 
marketing campaigns, audience engagement, PR, etc. are used to drive and 
support a platform buy, and then an audience buy-in, for the sales on TVOD. 
Even if the revenues are smaller in TVOD, the angle is also to use the window 
to increase exposure and also garner materials for other subsequent windows 
(SVOD, AVOD).

2. SVOD (Subscription VOD): Usually the consumer pays on a monthly basis but 
sometimes the term can also involve packages/volume rentals, which I will not 
discuss here. At the moment, monthly SVOD happens to be one of the more lucrative 
commercial models, at least for certain genres, such as feature film, TV, and kids 
series. And narrower genres such as art house can also find a home on SVOD or 
AVOD thematic services. Buying often happens 6 months to a year in advance of the 
announcement of the launch of a new service, or when an existing service expands 
into a new region.

a. There are two main types of monthly SVOD these days, with licensing windows 



ranging from 1 – 3 years in duration, and a few quasi-SVOD variations.

i. Exclusive: part of a premium pay TV deal (e.g. TV Everywhere), offered 
free to paying monthly subscribers to a service, such as HBO, BSkyB, 
Viasat, Canal+, and Film1 in Holland. This is more of something that 
adds value to a first window. (i.e., if you subscribe to HBO as a pay TV 
package, you get to watch it on demand on your other devices as part 
of your subscription.)

ii. Non-exclusive: Over The Top (OTT) online-based services (which don’t 
require a consumer to have a pay TV subscription, but often do involve 
devices or internet “boxes” that allow them to connect with the living 
room TV as well) such as Netflix, Amazon Prime (formerly Lovefilm), 
in the UK, Germany, and Nordic region), Wuaki.com (in Spain, the UK, 
etc.), Orange (France), Filmin (Spain) and Filmon (Spain, UK), Watchever 
(Germany), and RTL’s new subscription service that is beginning in 
Holland. Usually these are second window pay, but sometimes included 
in the first window, particularly with the larger services.

iii. Variations include:

•	 STB SVOD Hybrids: As above, some cable operators, like 
UPC.nl, rather than launch their own OTT, have recently begun 
offering lower-cost subscriber-only set-top-box-based monthly 
SVOD services (like UPC’s MyPrime in Holland), allowing them to 
acquire a library that has a wider variety, and sometimes one with 
newer material.

•	 Thematic (low pay) SVOD / Specialist niche/genres: There 
are also smaller specialized thematic SVOD (and AVOD below) 
services springing up, such as for docs (NFB in Canada), British 
programming (Cirkus in the Nordic region), anime, art house 
(MUBI.com, Filmotv), kids, world cinema (Benelux, France, 
Australia), horror, etc. More are on the way but are not public 
yet, as many start quietly, buying 6 months to a year before they 
announce their launch.

b. Terms: Always negotiable of course, but in general, SVOD deals are non-
exclusive, although these services occasionally throw a lot of money at higher 
profile films for exclusive rights, especially when trying to break into a new 
region. Some have holdbacks against AVOD, others not. Pricing in all these 
VOD areas can be in EU €, USD $ or GBP £, and that too is negotiable and 
depends on the circumstance and the platform, whether the bid is competitive 
or complementary, as well as the number of holdbacks, such as devices or 
territories, etc.



i. These deals are usually flat-fee (straight license-fee based), and, as 
a rough rule of thumb, often related to exclusive or non-exclusive 
traditional pay TV pricing in the region as applicable. For example, if an 
exclusive pay TV window in the Netherlands is paying €20,000 for a 
first run indie film, then non-exclusive SVOD deals could be €5,000 – 
€10,000 each. 

ii. Fees for second window/smaller thematic services and older library 
SVOD can range from a few hundred per film to several thousand, like 
in AVOD, and also depend on the region(s) in the deal and the profile 
and competitiveness of the platform itself.

3. AVOD (Ad-supported VOD): Free to the viewer, but with ads pre/during/post the films, 
or is otherwise ad- or sponsor-supported.

a. Examples include Viewster.com (25+ countries in the EU, USA, UK, Asia), 
which buys select art house, docs, indie film, and undiscovered gems. They 
have recently made moves into online festivals (Viewster Online Film Festival), 
prizes, talent scouting, and eventually possibly funding original programming. 
However, they are now increasing their licensing focus on series and TV 
(more on Viewster in a later section of this chapter). Other examples of AVOD 
services include DailyMotion (France), YouTube, Hulu in USA and various 
nonfiction sites (regional and EU) for documentaries.

b. Terms: As above, although negotiable and specific to the platform and film. 
License fees/up fronts, as well as window duration, are similar to or less than 
SVOD above, and are usually for library titles in either in the same window as 
SVOD, or in a subsequent window after SVOD.

c. As an example, one online platform bought 50 library art house/festival films 
from more brand-recognized festivals, without theatrical or other traditional 
releases (Sundance/SXSW/similar festivals, including many smaller films in 
docs, horror, and niche) at fees ranging from €350 – €1500 per film and 
covering various EU regions, on a non-exclusive AVOD basis, second window. 
The currency as above varies and is not always dependent on where the 
platform is based. Some platforms use USD as a standard, others EU and 
others still GBP as above.

d. AVOD should not be confused with free Catch-up Rights, which are exclusive, 
often demanded in free TV deals, and should ideally be limited to 7 – 30 days, 
after which time the producer should be able to monetize in the commercial 
AVOD (or other VOD) window.

4. Multi-model: Sometimes platforms buy on a multi-model basis, like Hulu in the US 
buying AVOD for their standard free streaming offering and SVOD for their Hulu Plus 
subscription offering. Amazon Prime/Lovefilm, Blinkbox, Viewster, Pathe.nl, etc., can 

http://www.viewster.com


offer a blended or overall flat license and/or revenue share for the ability to decide 
which window and marketing approach to use for the film at their own discretion. 
They seek to cross-pollinate newer with older films across different parts of their VOD 
service to draw consumers in. In such cases, one has to balance fees and holdbacks 
accordingly across traditional and digital windows. Using the UK as an example, a 
multi-model non-exclusive deal with a larger platform can garner a few thousand 
Pounds per top film, just in that one platform, so cumulatively adding other windows 
and then other regions where possible drives the money up.

5. UltraVOD: A newer form of deliberate release strategy where new films are launched 
online or in a reverse order to the above. For example, a film might premiere online, 
ahead of (or day and date with) theatrical or TV exhibition. Various indie films are 
following this new reverse-window path as a way to reduce traditional costs, build 
audiences, and increase revenues. But that’s beyond the scope of this article.

Going beyond the Global Big 6 in VOD to Europe

We won’t spend too much time on the Big 6 or 7 players you’ve already heard of: 

•	 Netflix (SVOD)

•	 Hulu (SVOD and AVOD)

•	 Amazon Prime/Lovefilm (SVOD)

•	 iTunes, Xbox, and PlayStation (each offering TVOD and DTO/EST)

•	 YouTube (AVOD with some SVOD and TVOD)

Take it for granted that these platforms will continue to expand their reach and services 
into new regions in Europe. For example, Netflix expanded first into Canada, Brazil, 
and the UK, then in the Nordic region and the Netherlands, and imminently into France 
and Germany. Amazon Prime (formerlyl Lovefilm) and other multi-region platforms are 
enacting similar expansion plans. In those cases, if a filmmaker had already licensed 
films to them domestically, this has sometimes led to a further “lift” in licensing revenues, 
either from adding rights to new regions, or from the platforms circling back to the 
filmmakers or their agents in search of different films that might be more suitable for their 
growing international audiences and well-slanted to European tastes. Luckily, these often 
include a passion for art house, festival, documentary, thematic, and indie films.

However, in my view, the art in the VOD game is in not stopping at just doing deals with 
players you’ve already heard of, and not stopping after doing one or two deals, but rather 
building a pipeline of longer-term potential buyers and their audiences by going further 
where possible to the various European and regional VOD platforms, not only online but 
in the steadily-growing cable, telecom, IPTV, and mobile sectors, all of whom have their 
own VOD offerings and variations in most regions. These local services are gathering 
steam and they provide additional revenue in non-exclusive windows, sometimes buying 



non-mainstream films that the Big 6 do not even consider.

Some examples of players that are beyond the Big 6, include, in the UK alone, Wuaki 
(via Rakuten/Viki, which is also in Spain) in SVOD, BlinkBox (multimodel) and telecom/
cable/IPTV offerings like BT, Virgin, Filmflex and the mainstream channels BskyB, 
Channel4, ITV, and BBC’s own extended VOD sites. A similar checkerboard pattern of 
VOD potential exists now in most European countries, mirroring the USA and the UK, 
looking not just to the flashy new online players but also the telecoms, cable companies, 
and IPTV service offerings in VOD, including Deutsche Telekom, Swisscable, KPN, Ziggo, 
UPC, Telefonica, Vodafone, Telenet, SFR, Orange, and also with some, their own thematic 
extended basic niche linear and nonlinear channel offerings. And beyond the IPTV, cable, 
and telecom companies, each country has its own local TVOD, SVOD, and sometimes 
AVOD offerings as well.

To add to the mix, even various formerly traditional linear broadcasters and premium pay 
TV channels in Europe (such as HBO, BskyB, Viasat, RTL, Canal+) have been recently 
adding new OTT (Over The Top) complementary thematic SVOD and/or AVOD services, 
going beyond their own “TV Everywhere” exclusive offerings to try and compete, 
by providing new alternative programming offers, and reach, for example, the “cord 
cutters” and “cord nevers” (those viewers who stop or rely less on expensive cable, pay 
subscriptions, or TV).

Some online examples include HBO GO in the Nordic region (not yet in the USA), which 
buys some thematic third-party content that is separate from their subscription premium 
service content, Sky’s NOW SVOD platform in the UK, Viasat’s VIAPLAY in the Nordic 
region, and, most recently, the Dutch RTL commercial broadcaster’s new OTT launch of 
an SVOD service in the Netherlands. Additionally, we understand BBC4 will shortly begin 
its gradual transition from a linear channel (that also bought film) to an online service.

However, this approach also applies to cable/telecom/IPTV operators. While not offering 
online OTT services, some are nevertheless adapting by offering complementary 
subscription theme-packs via the set-top box. One example as above is UPC in the 
Netherlands, which corporately offers Film1 premium pay TV on multiple devices and on 
a TVOD service. This month they also just launched MyPrime, which aims to be a Netflix-
like library SVOD service at similar monthly pricing in the Netherlands, but offered only to 
their subscribers via a cable set-top box, not over the top/online. Thus, buyers from these 
sorts of newer European thematic services have started to become increasingly open to 
buying other genres, such as indie, documentary and, sometimes, niche films that may 
not have been previously acquired for their primary mainstream audience services. This 
gives another kick at the can, so to speak.

Aside from jockeying for position and thus creating a hotbed of activity in VOD licensing, 
all these platforms are seeking, in one way or another, to expand and enhance their own 
offerings and distinguish themselves from the others in a largely non-exclusive market.



Navigating the Platforms: Who is out there in Europe?

Cable, Telecom, IPTV, and VOD offerings are by now in virtually every main country 
internationally—for example UPC/Film1, Ziggo/HBO, KPN/Videoland, Telenet, and 
Belgacom (all in Benelux), SFR and France Telecom/Orange (France), Deutsche Telekom 
(Germany), Telefonica (Spain, etc.), and Virgin (the UK). Telecoms do not often buy smaller 
individual art house films, but there are exceptions and thematic festivals where the 
appetite jumps.

Add to this mix the various non-cable/non-telecom online, mobile, OTT offerings as listed 
above—such as multi-model Pathe.nl in Holland, Viasat in the Nordic region, Viewster in 
Switzerland and 25+ countries, Blinkbox in the UK, etc.

Some other key European platforms with an appetite for (or at least the potential for) 
English indie film include Sundance/Film1 (the Netherlands), Eurovod/Universcine, 
Film2home (Nordic region), Filmotech (Spain), Foxtel’s evolving new OTT service PRESTO 
(Australia), CMore (Denmark), Netmovies (Brazil), Videoland (Netherlands), and some 
broadband services in Israel, Central Europe, and China.

There are others such as consumer electronics, ebook readers (like Kindle Fire in Europe, 
showing VOD), and connected TV or tech players. But rarely do these platforms buy 
individual indie or festival films. Instead, they concentrate on carrying full film service 
apps on their devices (e.g. Amazon Prime/Lovefilm, Netflix, MUBI, etc.).

How do I get to these platforms?

Although any of the platforms will still deal direct, it may take a while to get through if you 
are not represented, such as by a consultant or an agent, if not a distributor. Some of the 
larger ones, like BlinkBox, Amazon Prime/Lovefilm, and Netflix, when they do deal direct, 
still require some minimum number of films in a package to make it worth their while as 
a threshold, so to speak, as it can take the same amount of time and energy for them to 
do a one-film deal as it does a thirty-film deal. Therefore, if you do not have an agent, 
distributor, or other representative, we encourage producers and their reps to band 
together and curate/package various individual films they feel most sellable, in thematic 
or other logical groupings, so as to be able to submit to the larger platforms.

iTunes, however, requires you to go through specific limited digital aggregators, such 
as UndertheMilkyWay (EU), Movie Partnership (UK), Syndicado (Canada), or Do&Co (NL). 
All of these embrace and profile indie films to varying degrees and some of these can 
place films in iTunes Stores around the world, not only in the iTunes Store of the country 
in which they are based. A digital aggregator will usually take rights and a share ranging 
from 20 – 30% off the top, and the filmmaker is required to pay, often up to around €800 
per film, to encode to the iTunes spec. Thus, depending on the film, if it is quite small and 
niche, it can sometimes be more lucrative to simply skip iTunes and deal with the other 
DTO/EST/TVOD platforms that don’t require the expensive iTunes digital spec. Some of 
these platforms will accept even a consumer DVD or other digital format, such as a basic 
QuickTime Pro-Res file. In other words, some filmmakers with smaller films can avoid the 



costs of iTunes and still make TVOD sales. Of course iTunes still brings a certain reach 
and prestige. And films on iTunes tend to see more revenue when they are not buried in 
the vast offerings on the store.

Other middlemen, like Rights Stuff or The Film Collaborative (who also work together), 
act more as agents. We don’t take the filmmaker’s rights, but for fees and/or commission 
do similar digital distribution services, and contracts and IP, and monies are in the name 
of the filmmaker. Rights Stuff is on the advisory board of TFC and works together from 
time to time with TFC and other American film reps and distributors to help bring films 
overseas.

What type of film works and why?

Generally speaking, the telecoms and larger mainstream platforms prioritize mainstream 
films in English or in their local language. In Nordic and Benelux countries, and 
sometimes in France, platforms will accept subtitled versions, while others (like Germany, 
Spain, Italy, and Brazil) require local language dubs. However, some platforms, like 
Viewster, will accept films in English without dubbed or subtitled localized versions, and 
that becomes part of the deal-making process as well. This is the case, particularly for 
art house and festival films, where audiences are not surprised to see films in English 
without the availability of a localized version.

Of course, when approaching platforms in specific regions that buy indie, art house, 
and festival films, it is important to remember that they do tend to prioritize films in their 
own local language and by local filmmakers first. However, where there is no theatrical, 
TV exposure, or stars, but significant international festival acclaim, such as SXSW, IDFA, 
Berlinale, Sundance, or Tribeca, there is more appetite. We’ve also found that selling a 
thematic package or branded bundle under the brand of a festival, like IDFA, with whom 
we have worked (such as “Best of IDFA”) makes it more recognizable to consumers than 
the individual one-off films.

What does well: Younger (i.e., hip), drama, satire, action, futuristic, family and sci-fi 
themes tend to travel well, along with strong, universal, human-interest-themed docs that 
are faster-paced in style (like Occupy Wall Street, economic crisis, and environmental 
themes), rather than traditionally educational docs or those with a very local slant. What 
does less well: World cinema or art house that is a bit too slow-moving or obscure, 
which usually finds more of a home in festival cinema environments or public TV than on 
commercial paid VOD services, as well as language/culture-specific humor, will not travel 
as well to VOD platforms.

Keep in mind that docs are widely represented in European free television, so it’s trickier 
to monetize one-offs in that sector, particularly on a pay-per-view basis. While SVOD or 
AVOD offerings (such as the European equivalents of Snagfilm.com in the US) do have 
some appetite, monetization is trickier, especially in the smaller, non-English regions. 
Very niche films such as horror, LGBTQ, etc. have their fan-based niche sites, and will be 
prominently positioned instead of buried there, but monetization is also more challenging 
for these niche films than for films whose topics are more generic, such as conspiracy, 



rom-com, thrillers, kids and sci-fi, which travel more easily, even in the art house sector. 
However, platforms evolve, as do genres and trends in buying. Things go in waves. 
For example, some online platforms that were heavily active in buying indie and art 
house film have, at least for now, stocked up on feature films and docs. They are turning 
their sights to TV series in order to attract return audiences (hooked on sequential 
storytelling), justify continued monthly SVOD fees, and /or increase AVOD returns.

Rights, Windows, and Exclusivity

Generally for indie filmmakers, VOD is non-exclusive, although there are some lovely 
exceptions, particularly where platforms are fighting competitively to enter new regions 
(as was the case earlier in the USA, the UK, the Nordic region, the Netherlands, and 
shortly France and Germany).

Thus, to maximize potential, one does multiple smaller deals through various windows 
such as TVOD, DTO/EST, SVOD, AVOD (as further described below), and across multiple 
platforms and regions. Holland, for example, is a relatively small market, and a film can, 
in theory, not only go through the usual 4 traditional windows (theatrical, DVD, pay, and 
free TV), but also now 5 – 8 VOD deals before, during, and after traditional sector deals: 
iTunes, telecom (e.g. KPN), and cable (e.g. Ziggo, UPC) VOD, as well as local, online, and 
thematic channels and sites. Repeat this pattern across other regions and you start to 
see the serious upside—the downside being a lot of work at first!

Attitude Shifts

One plus these days is that conventional film platform buyers can no longer sit back with 
the same historic attitudes to buying or pricing as before, as they’re no longer the “only 
game in town” and have to be more open in their programming and buying practices.

But not only the platforms have to shift their attitude. To really see the growth in 
audiences and revenues in the coming year or two, filmmakers (if dealing direct) and/
or their representatives (sales agents, distributors, agents) must act quickly, and start to 
work together where possible, to seize timing opportunities, particularly around certain 
countries where VOD activities are heating up. Moreover, since non-exclusive VOD 
revenues are cumulative and incremental, they should also take the time to balance their 
strategies with traditional media buys, to build relationships, construct a longer-term 
pipeline, and maintain realistic revenue expectations.

This may require new approaches and initiatives, drawing on DIY and shared hybrid 
distribution, for example, when the traditional sales agent or distributor is not as well-
versed in all the digital sector but very strong in the other media—and vice versa. Joining 
forces, sharing rights, or at least activities and commissions is a great route to maximize 
potential for all concerned. One of our mantras here at Rights Stuff is “100% of nothing 
is nothing.” Rights holders sitting on the rights and not exploiting them fully do not put 
money in your pockets or theirs, or new audiences in front of your films.

Thus, new filmmaker roles are increasingly important. Instead of sitting back or 



abdicating to third parties, we find the more successful filmmakers and sales reps in VOD 
have to be quite active in social media marketing, audience engagement, and helping 
fans find their films once deals are done.

Show Me the Money

Overall, digital sector/VOD, when carefully handled—whether as extensions to traditional 
pay or free TV offerings, or stand-alone OTT offerings—present either viable alternatives 
for filmmakers who weren’t able to sell the film traditionally, or provide complementary 
incremental revenues and audiences via new and additional buyers and windows.

For films that travel well to VOD, depending on the film and circumstances, it’s important 
to remember that three or four non-exclusive smaller deals might cumulatively add 
up to more revenue than one exclusive deal. Occasionally, one can have the luxury 
position of multiple bidders for the same film in the same window, thus driving either the 
exclusive pricing up, or, cumulatively, the non-exclusive pricing up. For example, there 
hypothetically could be a situation where a worldwide linear non-fiction channel, like 
the Discovery Channel, would offer €20,000 for an indie documentary with exclusive 
3-years rights worldwide, at the same time as a SVOD competitor, such as Netflix, puts in 
an offer worth the same amount of money (or more), but for non-exclusive UK-only rights. 
There may be reasons one would still decide to do the traditional deal, or multiple non-
exclusive deals (instead or in addition), but at least one has the option.

However, smaller festival films that are more niche in nature (and not with local 
recognition or other selling points to non-USA platforms and consumers) will have a 
more difficult time. They can indeed garner various sales here and there internationally, 
particularly in extended basic channels, and various TVOD, SVOD, and AVOD services, 
mostly thematic. But the market appetite for them on a commercial basis online is 
relatively new and the financial returns are too affected by and specific to the film, genre, 
country, and platform in question (as well as the timing of market competition among the 
platforms) to be able to generalize or give clear projections.

Marketing

Social media marketing is key in this sector, particularly overseas. The smaller or lesser 
known the film, particularly in foreign regions, the more helpful the marketing, DIY, 
and social media initiatives can be to getting the film sold and driving revenues once 
sold. In one case we worked with, Surfing and Sharks (Australian/Dutch documentary 
about sharks, surfing and environmental and race themes), the relatively lesser-known 
filmmakers relied successfully on social media and Twitter campaigns around themes of 
their film (rather than relying only on the name of their film or site) to build an awesome 
audience of interested people before the film came out. They were then able to get 
traditional distributors to take on the film, when earlier they’d found it difficult to get a 
traditional distributor. They elected to go the traditional distribution route, but they also 
concurrently worked the festival scene themselves (surfing festivals etc.) to build and 
engage with fans. The innovative approach allowed the filmmakers to gain approximately 



50K Facebook and Twitter followers and was instrumental in ensuring a deal for its 
distribution because it continues to drive views to the film on channels to which it was 
licensed.

Funding/New Production

Although beyond the scope of this article, some EU platforms in 2014 are also starting to 
put up money for original productions rather than just licensing, for short films, made-for-
the-web, or cross-platform series (such as Channel4/Film4/4onDemand, YahooScreen, 
Viewster and its online film festival VOFF). However, they are not as often in the art 
house, world cinema, festival, or indie sector. The same is true with brands. Occasionally 
a brand invests in commissioning such European works, such as Grolsch Filmworks with 
Harmony Korine docs, but these opportunities are not the general rule.

Conclusion

Overall, there is a lot of work at first in terms of setting it all up. But if you’re willing 
to put in the time, then once those initial forays are sorted, you and your agents can 
have a direct or indirect pipeline continuing more smoothly for future distribution and/
or sometimes production. But because not all traditional distributors/sales agents are 
equipped to handle this sector fully, particularly in the EU, and because the new breed of 
digital experts are not set up for more traditional windows, we believe this is the era for 
hybrid approaches, joint and shared strategies and revenues, teaming up, and tackling/
balancing together. Rights Stuff generally works this way, but so far it has not been the 
industry norm. We are entering an interesting period, and we must all be poised to seize 
these opportunities when they arise. But we also have to have realistic expectations, so it 
is best to start out initially seeking more modest revenues from multiple smaller deals in 
the non-exclusive foreign VOD sector.

Carpe diem and keep moving forward…



Platform Snapshot

logo company countries/territories/regions

Amazon Instant 
Video

UK

Amazon Prime UK, Germany, Nordic

Belgacom Belgium

blinkbox UK

British Sky Broad-
casting Group 
(BSkyB)

UK

British Telecommuni-
cations (BT)

UK

C More Nordic

Canal Digital Nordic

Canal+ France

Channel4 UK



Cirkus TV Nordic

Dailymotion France

Deutsche Telecom Germany

Distrify World

Eurovod EU

Film1 Netherlands

film2home Nordic

Filmbox Extra
Poland, Czech Republic, 
Hungary

filmflex UK

Filmin Spain

Filmon Spain, UK

Filmotech Spain



FilmoTV France

Flimmit Austria

Good!Movies Germany

HBO Europe EU

I Love Docs Canada, World

Icelandic Cinema 
Online

Iceland

iTunes World

ITV UK

KIJK Netherlands

KPN Netherlands

LeKino.ch Switzerland

Maxdome Germany



Mubi World

MyPrime Netherlands

National Film Board 
/ Office national du 
film

Canada

Netcinema.bg Bulgaria

Netflix
Mexico, South America, 
UK, Ireland, Netherlands, 
Nordic

Netmovies Brazil

NOW TV (Sky) UK

Orange France

Pathé Netherlands

Presto Australia

RTL Netherlands



SBS Broadcasting Netherlands

SF Anytime Nordic

SFR Clubvideo France

Swiss Cable Switzerland

Telefónica
Spain, Poland, various 
other EU Countries

Telenet Belgium

UniversCiné France

UniversCiné Belgium Belgium

UPC

various in many EU Coun-
tries, such as Austria, 
Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Ireland, Netherlands, Po-
land, Romania, Slovakia

VHX World

Viaplay Sweden

Viasat Nordic, Baltic



Videoland Netherlands

Viewster World

Viewster Online Film 
Festival

World

Virgin Media UK

Vodafone
Various including EU, UK, 
Oceania, Africa, Middle 
East, India

Volta Ireland

Watchever Germany

Wuaki UK, Spain

Ziggo Netherlands



Spotlight on: Viewster

by Orly Ravid

I recently had a virtual sit-down with Tilman Eberle, Head of Marketing and 
Communications at Viewster, a global provider of on-demand Internet streaming media 
headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland.

Approximately how many art house / independent films does Viewster handle annually?

Tilman Eberle: Currently none, except for the festival. The platform 
specializes on serialized content (TV series, miniseries, prime web series). 
In the past, we had around 75% independent films in our portfolio, a vast 
majority of it arthouse. 

Where do you acquire the rights from? Only sales agents? Only distributors? filmmakers? All three?

Eberle: Producers directly, sales agents, aggregators, TV networks—
whoever holds the AVOD rights.

What types of films work well via Viewster?

Eberle: We prefer newer production with a high production value, a known/
recognizable cast or director and content that has social media relevance, 
which means that it’s talked about in blogs and social media outlets and 
has followers/fans. 

Genres: Comedy, Drama (including Korean Drama), Crime, Documentaries 
(series and films) and Japanese Anime. We can promote these titles 
best—they have a large and active niche audience that we can target very 
specifically. Besides that, there can be very diverse titles that get surfaced 
by the community. We are surprised day by day…

Please explain your business model and how widely films you handle are distributed (discuss platforms 
etc).

Eberle: Viewster offers ad-based free VOD, granting the content owner a 
fair revenue share. Distribution can be from worldwide to country-specific. 
However, Viewster’s focus is to get distribution rights for its European core 

http://www.viewster.com


markets.

Please describe any initiatives you have with regard to independent / art house cinema?

Eberle: Viewster just launched the first edition of its online film festival 
to which both aggregators and individual creators are invited. The high 
total prize money of US$100,000 is meant to give the creative community 
something back from the revenues that are earned with online distribution 
of professional content.

Other than that, Viewster is the ideal platform to distribute independent 
films because of its low entry barrier and fair sharing model. A separate 
track for commercial content licensing is in preparation and will be 
launched soon.

Can you please give some ranges of revenues and explain which types of films perform well vs. not as 
well?

Eberle: An individual title can generate significant monthly revenue. Our 
community-driven exploration platform ensures that titles that are deeper 
in the library also get surfaced. That’s why, besides catchy artwork and 
title, the relevance of the film for a certain niche makes the success via 
social activation.

Please explain any marketing you do and also what you recommend filmmakers do.

Eberle: Viewster’s marketing focuses on brand-building, advertising and 
social media promotion, mainly on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. PR is 
also used for brand-building. For individual filmmakers, community-building 
and social media marketing are very efficient ways to promote their film 
because you can reach out to a certain niche in a very targeted way.

What are some best practices that you think filmmakers should follow?

Eberle: Be your own marketing manager and do not rely on anyone else to 
do this for you. Create a catchy story around your oeuvre and pitch this to 
the right people at events, festivals and online on social media platforms. 
Be sure that you have good imagery when doing so. This sounds trivial but 
it’s shocking how bad these basics can be sometimes. If you want to reach 
out to younger audiences that turn themselves away from TV and cinema, 
and you still want to earn money, consider online distribution: there is more 
than YouTube and Netflix!

How is your service similar to other services, and how is it different?

Eberle: Viewster specializes in AVOD and focuses on the European 
market. This makes it distinct from Netflix and Hulu, respectively. In 
contrast to YouTube, Viewster has no piracy and only professional, curated 
content.

Let’s move on to your quarterly film festival. It’s called the Viewster Online Film Festival (VOFF), and 

http://festival.viewster.com


you finished the first edition earlier this spring. Submissions with the theme of “When Life Gives You 
Lemons…” were juried by Ted Hope and two other jury members and narrowed down to 83 films. Those 
83 were then put up online for people to vote for them, and they competed for a total of $100K in prize 
money with a first, second and third prize. Very exciting.

The first thing that struck me is the mix of shorts and features…this is not unusual for a film festival in 
general, but since we are talking about a prize and ranking, I found it interesting that you didn’t list the 
running times on the main page…is this because you didn’t want to give away which ones would take 
longer to watch, as that might create an unfair advantage to the shorter films?

Eberle: The winners of our first edition were a series, a feature and a short, 
despite the fact that 2/3 of the entries were short format. The variety of 
formats played absolutely fine and we’ll keep this concept also for the 
second edition.

And you have your second set for this June. Are you going to have a prize for each quarterly 
installment, or is this just for the first one?

Eberle: Yes, there will be the same prize for each quarterly edition.

Do you have a permanent jury or do you plan to rotate in guest curators?

Eberle: We have a fixed Jury of Experts for all 2014 editions but might 
consider a specialized guest in one of those.

How else will each edition differ?

Eberle: The editions will differ both in terms of format and theme. The 
formats for subsequent editions will be: shorts and series pilots. And the 
theme for this next edition is “Relationship Status: It’s Complicated.”

Will this festival always be free or are you considering implementing a payment model in the future? Or 
an ad-based one?

Eberle: It will always be free for the candidates and the audience.

How do you come up with your themes, and what are some themes you are considering for future 
installments? What themes would not be appropriate here?

Eberle: The themes need to fit with our overall program and are selected 
based on the activation potential of creators and community. 

How do you think these quarterly film festivals will play out as a potential distribution strategy in the 
EU? For example, what happens to the films after the festival is over—will they go up somewhere 
where people can still rent/purchase? What kind of films will persevere? And do you think it could be 
monetarily advantageous for the filmmakers?

Eberle: With the first edition, we have already established many great 
connections with creators and will offer the participants the option 
to distribute their content commercially on Viewster. This looks very 
promising, as AVOD is becoming a truly lucrative distribution form.

What could the windows look like for other online platforms if a film makes its launch on Viewster? 
Would you do something like Vimeo On Demand, where there is an exclusivity window?

http://festival.viewster.com/#jury


Eberle: Our festival is not exclusive and AVOD.

Lastly, please provide information filmmakers should have in order to get their films on to Viewster.

Eberle: If your film matches the theme of “Relationship Status: It’s 
Complicated!” then submit it to the second edition of the Viewster Online 
Film Fest (#VOFF) by May 22, 2014. You get your film exposed to an 
audience of one million people and to independent producer Ted Hope in 
the Jury. And you have the chance to win a lot of money. Also be sure to 
check in for future editions of the quarterly festival. 

Those filmmakers who wish to enter the Viewster library and commercial distribution for 
individual titles should stay tuned—we’ll have a separate track open for submissions in 
the near future. 



Spotlight on: Under the Milky Way

by Orly Ravid

I interviewed Pierre-Alexandre Labelle, co-founder of digital aggregator Under the 
Milky Way (UTMW), a service company that specializes in digital aggregation to some 
of the largest TVOD (transactional VOD) platforms such as iTunes, GooglePlay/YouTube, 
Amazon, Sony Entertainment Network and Vudu. Unlike New Video and Gravitas in 
the U.S., they do not really deal with telecoms, pay TV or the cable sector in Europe. 
Although UTMW does not exclusively work with EU territories, my interview concentrated 
on some of the ways filmmakers (and other rights-holders) are getting their films onto 
digital platforms in the EU.

What are the services you provide?

Pierre-Alexandre Labelle: Under the Milky Way is a company providing 
VOD distribution services on a global basis.

With offices in more than 9 countries, including the US, we provide services 
to rights-holders of audiovisual content to get their films distributed on 
the most prominent VOD Platforms in the world. We provide a legal, 
commercial, editorial and financial interface between rights-holders and 
platforms.

Do you work directly with filmmakers? Or just sales agents and distributors? Or just distributors?

http://www.underthemilkyway.com
http://www.underthemilkyway.com


Labelle: Most of our clients are distributors who choose to use our services 
to get their films out in VOD. Our commission-based model allows them 
to outsource part of the work necessary to take full advantage of VOD 
distribution for a limited investment. Through our ongoing agreements, we 
currently distribute more than 1500 films. We also sometimes work directly 
with sales agents who have not sold rights to a film in a particular country, 
and sometimes with producers looking to release their films internationally 
directly to VOD.

What are the key digital distribution platforms in Europe?

Labelle: As you know, Europe is very broad and each country has its own 
set of “local players.” Normally, only one or two of these local players have 
an important VOD market share in their respective country (and the rest is 
very marginal). However, none of them operate on a European level. They 
are also mostly IPTV operators (comparable to cable operators in the US), 
and normally propose a limited selection of films (normally films theatrically 
released in their country).

The main opportunities on a European level lie with the “global platforms” 
i.e., iTunes, Google, Sony, etc. who also have a long tail approach and 
are willing to host a wide variety of films. Given their wide geographical 
coverage, one delivery/process can lead to wide exposure, ensuring much 
needed economies of scale.

To what other continents, if any, do you distribute?

Labelle: In addition to the whole of Europe, and North America, we have 
offices in Japan, and Australia. We also handle Latin America from our 
New York office. 

Which kinds of films perform best?

Labelle: Huge blockbuster hits that are locally released in theatres…such 
as The Hunger Games, Twilight, etc. But I presume that’s not the kind of 
answer you are looking for…

Filmmakers who want to release their films globally on VOD first need to 
understand the implications of doing so. We will share this information with 
whomever contacts us in order to manage expectations to the best of our 
abilities. The only thing that can be guaranteed (over and above royalties 
of course) is a regular flow of information and data, which can then be 
useful for future releases. We normally calculate a €2 average revenue 
share for rights holders per unit sold (mix VOD/EST) meaning that 400 to 
500 units are required to pay for their encoding expenses.

What does performing well mean in Europe? In terms of money, prestige, placement on platforms, etc.?

Labelle: Again, putting aside theatrically-released films in Europe, direct to 



VOD numbers can in theory vary from a few units sold to a few thousand. 
But we should look beyond the monetary aspect. Under the Milky Way 
developed communication tools and workflows to ensure that all films are 
properly presented to the programming teams at the platforms. We do 
this on a per-territory basis, thanks to our local teams in all major markets. 
We always make sure to provide the best pitch possible for the film, but 
placement is still the decision of the merchandising teams at the platforms. 
They have the final say, but we feel that they value our recommendations 
and the work we put in to make their job easier. This is of course true for 
the release of the film, but also to ensure that the film is properly presented 
in promotional opportunities (which also proves to be a determining factor 
in the financial performance of a film on a particular platform). 

Which kinds if films are the hardest to get platforms to take? And the hardest to get consumers to 
watch or buy?

Labelle: Most global platforms will take any film that has had at least one 
theatrical release in their home country. 

This being said, we sometimes still have a hard time understanding why a 
particular documentary does really well, while another does not. There are 
probably many reasons (Subject, Artwork, Trailer, Placement, and a myriad 
of other reasons). But I find this to be tremendously exciting. Distribution 
and marketing of cultural content has always been a very interesting 
subject, and quite a challenge. For the first time, the “Distribution” aspect 
is less of a problem; we now need to concentrate on the “Marketing.” How 
do you convince people to watch your film? Trade Marketing (placement 
on platforms) is currently a very important factor of monetization, but we 
are constantly working on experiments to find the right levers to pull to 
maximize returns for our rights-holders.

Do filmmakers in Europe do DIY distribution? If so, to what extent?

Labelle: The European Film industry is very complex and structured. I won’t 
go into all of the details, but most films in Europe are pre-financed through 
the involvement of distributors at an early stage in the project. Even though 
truly independent filmmakers in the American sense exist, they tend to be 
marginalized by the fact that many films fall within the “system.” 

This being said, we are seeing an increasing amount of independent 
producers seeking the route of DIY for reaching international markets 
(especially the US). Indeed, in any given year, only about 10% of European 
productions find their way to the US “traditionally.” 

As a result, producers are starting to prefer an international VOD release 
of their film to 1) ensure commercial distribution (not always the case 
through a sales agent); 2) have shorter financial cycles (royalties flow 
rapidly in VOD and no recoupable expenses; and, finally, 3) directly 



connect with their audience (having access to data—actual number of units 
sold, etc.).

Do you know about or know of filmmakers in EU using Distrify or VHX?

Labelle: We recently initiated a partnership with Distrify within the Tide 
Experiment. TIDE stands for Transversal Independent Distribution in 
Europe, and is a project made possible through the support of the 
European Commission. The goal of the action is to experiment with 
international Day and Date releases (Theatres/VOD). Distrify is taking part 
in the experiment on the third film entitled For Those in Peril. We’ll let you 
know how it goes, but I’m sure results will be very interesting.

What role do Film Festivals play in the success of a film digitally (in EU)? Which festivals matter? Do 
prizes matter (other than presumably winning at Cannes).

Labelle: It is obvious that festivals play a very important role in the 
“professional” life of a film. A lot of initiatives were recently started in 
order to bridge the gap between the B2B marketing surrounding a film’s 
presence in a festival, and the general public. 

Of course, no festival in the world actually has more of an impact on the 
success of a film digitally than Cannes, but more can definitely be done, 
which is why we partnered with the Rotterdam Film Festival last year and 
launched an initiative called IFFR in the Cloud. It provides filmmakers a 
way to show a film on iTunes Benelux within the itunes.com/iffr collection 
[Note: this link may only be viewable for users of the iTunes Store in the 
Benelux regions].

What advice can you give to American filmmakers with regard to digital distribution in EU of their films. 
For American films, do only the bigger films with cast work, or is there a market for small indies? What 
about documentaries?

Labelle: There are no set of pre-defined rules at this stage. I would suggest 
starting slowly and experimenting. The process is fairly straightforward. 
We sign agreements for a two-year term, and fees are payable directly 
to encoding houses (so there are no hidden costs of any sort), and you 
start getting your reports, and payments soon thereafter. Again, it is 
always valuable to have a discussion beforehand in order to manage 
expectations.

How are LANGUAGES handled in digital distribution in the EU?

Labelle: You need to have localized versions of your films for each territory. 
Some platforms produce multilingual assets, meaning that with only one 
encoding you can add many subtitle tracks, thus making it cost effective 
to distribute a film over many territories. English is still accepted in many 
territories (I believe that, to this date, with an English version of a film, we 
can distribute it on 47 territories...)

http://thetideexperiment.wordpress.com
http://thetideexperiment.wordpress.com
http://www.filmfestivalrotterdam.com/professionals/the_festival/iffr-in-the-cloud
http://www.itunes.com/iffr collection


Takeaways and Tips on Digital Distribution in Europe

by Orly Ravid

In my interviews with Viewster and Under the Milky Way (my interview with FilmBuff 
wasn’t completed in time for the publication of this book, but will appear on a 
forthcoming post on our blog), there are a few takeaways here that we have heard 
before:

• that every film is different, and that there is no one thing that determines 
which films perform well and which do not. The best way to manage 
expectations is to understand how your film fits into today’s market. Having 
said that, it’s encouraging that a company like Under the Milky Way is 
taking steps toward transparency in terms of the process and reporting of 
earnings.

• that IPTV operators in EU, like cable operators in the U.S., are quite 
localized and normally only take films that have been released theatrically 
in their country/territory.

• the importance of proper presentation to programming teams at the 
platforms. Moreover, proper placement/positioning on those platforms was 
repeatedly brought up as an important provided service by UTMW.

• that for global platforms with a wide geographical reach, UTMW’s “one 
delivery” process simplifies the process and reduces costs.

• that AVOD, like Hulu in the U.S., seems to be a really good match for 
shorter (and/or serialized) content.

• that there is quite a bit of experimentation going on, such as UTMW’s day 
and date partnership with Distrify and their film festival partnership with 
Rotterdam.

• that marketing still is the missing piece of the puzzle here. As it gets 
easier and easier to get onto platforms, so too does it get more difficult for 
audiences to find the films that are perfectly suited to their interests. This is 
especially true when talking about marketing one’s film outside one’s home 
territory.

So what does DIY Distribution mean in the context of Europe?

TFC’s Director of Direct Digital Distribution Intiatives, David Averbach, informs me that 
while our flat-fee program can technically place films on any iTunes store in the EU, 
there are reasons why many filmmakers hardly ever ask us to do so, even though they 

http://www.thefilmcollaborative.org/digital


inquire about it all the time. (Currently, our flat-fee program can only deliver to the U.S. for 
Amazon Instant Video and GooglePlay.)

They say, “I get emails, tweets and Facebook messages all the time asking when my 
film will be available in X territory in Europe. So I would love to find a way to reach those 
fans.”

We explain to them that there are technical hurdles that the have to overcome to be able 
to accomplish this, most notably that Apple is moving toward requiring localized versions 
(subtitles, metadata and key art) of films for all EU territories. Additionally, in many 
territories, iTunes (at least according to the current agreement between Apple and the 
aggregator TFC utilizes for our flat-fee program) now requires that film be rated. In many 
territories, one can still assign a category of “unrated” or “not rated” as the rating, but 
in France, Spain, Italy, Denmark, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Slovakia and Slovenia, one 
must assign an actual rating. What this means is that one can simply “self-rate” a film by 
choosing one of the ratings designations available in that territory, but it should be noted 
that in the past year or so, we’ve seen a few other territories (such as UK, Australia and 
New Zealand) slip into where they require an official rating by the film classification board 
in that territory, which costs filmmakers a great deal of time and money.

There are also plenty of marketing hurdles as well, and we have seen fiscal quarters 
where literally zero dollars have been made by films after they have been bumped off 
Apple’s New Release / Genre sections (where the only way to find a film is to link to it 
from outside iTunes or type the title of the film into the iTunes search box).

An easier way to reach your international fans is to place a Distrify or VHX player on 
your site and set the geoblocking to include those territories. But you’ll have the same 
marketing hurdles as described above. Even if you are selling your film to a distributor in 
a certain territory, we recommend that you try and retain the right to sell your film on your 
website(s) by carving out these rights in your distribution agreement. What is meant by 
“your website(s)” is a little bit of a grey area, but we generally think of it as your website 
and your Facebook page, etc. Anything else might not be able to be considered part of 
this category. So be careful with platforms like Vimeo On Demand, which, like Distrify and 
VHX, allows you to embed a film on your site, yet which also may (by default) place your 
film on an external site (i.e. a page on vimeo.com).

Having said all this, here are a few tips for any filmmaker who is thinking about doing 
digital distribution in general, but especially in mulple territories:

• First, if your film is showing at an international film festival, ask if they are 
producing subtitles, and, if so, negotiate that that produced file be part of 
your festival fee. It may need to be proofed again or adjusted at a subtitling 
and transcription lab later on, but as a first pass it could prove very valuable 
down the road.

• Second, when you are producing your master, create a textless version of 
your feature. Because Apple and probably other platforms will not allow 



external subtitles on any films that already have burn-ins. If your film, for 
example, has a few non-English lines of dialogue, instead of burning-in 
English subtitles into your film, a better method would be to create an 
external English-language subtitle file (separate from closed captioning) 
in a proper format and submit it with your master. Different aggregators 
may require different formats, and if you are going to a Captioning/
Transcription/Translation Lab to do your closed captioning and subtitling 
work, be smart about which questions you ask and negotiate a price for 
everything, including transcoding from one format to another, because 
you may not know exactly what you will need for all your deals right away. 
And remember that subtitles need to be timed to masters, so make sure 
your time code is consistent. When choosing a lab, ascertain whether they 
are capable of fulfilling all your current and future closed captioning and 
subtitling needs by verifying that they can output in the major formats, 
including (but not limited to) SubRip (.srt), SubViewer 1 & 2 (.sub), SubStation 
Alpha (.ssa/.ass), Spruce (.stl), Scenarist (.scc) and iTunes Timed Text (.itt). 
We have a few of these labs listed in the “Subtitling, Closed Captioning and 
Transciption Services and solutions” section of ResourcePlace™, but they 
are currently limited to those in the U.S.

• Third, conduct your own case studies. Talk to other filmmakers about their 
experiences. As Wendy suggests, you may even want to band together and 
shop your products around as bundle packages.

• Lastly, put the time in toward building your brand and your fanbase. It’s 
never too soon to start. Perhaps even before you make the film.

http://www.thefilmcollaborative.org/resourceplace


A Primer on European Film Festivals

by Jeffrey Winter

Cannes Film Festival, 2013. photo credit: Christophe Pelletier

Of all the regions of the world, Europe has by far the longest and most prestigious history 
of presenting international film festivals. Starting in 1932 with the Venice Film Festival (the 
oldest international film festival in the world) and taking off in late 1940s and 1950s, just 
about all of the cities in Europe have at least one film festival, and usually many more. Of 
course, these are not just international film festivals; there are many niche and specialty-
themed festival circuits across Europe, ranging from doc festivals to youth festivals to 
human rights festivals, Asian festivals, African festivals, LGBT festivals, and many more.

So, given the plethora of options, how does an individual filmmaker strategize and 
navigate their approach? And just what is the point of all those festivals anyway? 
Knowing that submitting to and playing film festivals involves a lot of time and expense, 
where does a filmmaker begin?

In Europe, it all starts with the so-called “jewel festivals,” i.e. the annual circuit of A-level 
festivals that attract significant industry and press attention, and can launch your film 
in the best possible light. Those are the major international festivals of Berlin, Cannes, 
Karlovy Vary, Locarno, Venice, and San Sebastian (annually in that order). All of these 
require a World or European Premiere by regulations—and with the growing number of 
films on the market for these festivals to choose from, the reality is that world premieres 
are vastly preferred by most of them. The only other European festival that sometimes 
gets into the jewel conversation is London International, but only a UK premiere is 
required. For documentaries, the International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam 
(IDFA) is a de-facto “jewel,” and the best launch pad for documentaries on the continent. 
Most of the IDFA sections also require at least a European premiere.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/christophe_pelletier
http://www.berlinale.de
http://www.festival-cannes.com
http://www.karlovy-vary.cz/en
http://www.pardolive.ch
http://www.labiennale.org/en/cinema
http://www.sansebastianfestival.com/in


If you are so fortunate as to launch your film at one of these, Europe opens up as a vast 
landscape where your film will be solicited by those festivals that we can call A-/B+ level 
and lower. For the vast majority of those “lower level” festivals, asking for a screening fee 
is perfectly acceptable, and even expected. Because of government subsidies, European 
festivals are generally less driven by the need to sell tickets, so they don’t have the 
same need as other regions of the world to tie your screening fee to the actual number 
of tickets they think they can sell. It is a simpler and more straightforward budgeting 
process for screening fees in Europe than other regions, so by all means, ask for a 
fee (nicely). It is important to note that unlike North American festivals, it is a generally 
understood rule in Europe that a festival does not pay a fee in addition to paying for 
filmmaker travel. If you decide to attend a festival in Europe where your film is playing, 
and the Festival agrees to travel and house you, they will almost certainly ask you to 
waive the screening fee.

For successful films, this festival revenue can easily get into the five-figure range in 
Europe alone. In fact, the entire business of “film festival revenue” is driven by Europe, 
principally by the ubiquitous French sales agents that typically ask festivals for screening 
fees up to €1,500. A large percentage of all of the films that launch at the “jewel festivals” 
are picked up and represented by French sales agents, and since actual sales only really 
happen at the “market festivals,” the sales agents have come to understand that these 
screening fees are often the only reason for them to bother doing a festival at all. 

In my personal experience of handling festival distribution for The Film Collaborative, it is 
actually getting harder every year to launch your film at the A-level jewel festivals. Part of 
this is due to the fact that so many of the films we work on have their world premieres at 
Sundance and SXSW, and the jewel fests are getting stricter every year about saying that 
films cannot play in any competitive festival prior to them. However, the jewel fests are 
highly beholden to the “star” factor, be it star directors or movie stars. Take a look at the 
competitions at Cannes, Berlin, and Venice, and there are almost no truly indie/no star 
productions. Most of the festivals do have special sections for smaller films (Quinzaine de 
Réalisateurs, Panorama, etc.), but in general the jewel fests are quite red carpet driven, 
and propelled by relationships within the industry (for example, the aforementioned 
French sales agents), which crowds out much of the opportunity for indie films. And, of 
course, there are more and more films being made every year, which doesn’t help.

Fortunately, beyond the jewel fests, Europe offers a wide array of second-tier festivals 
that, simply put, are a lot easier to get into. Gothenburg International Film Festival, 
Stockholm International Film Festival, Thessaloniki International Film Festival, Edinburgh, 
Munich, Hamburg, Deauville, Athens, Ghent, Bergen—all of these and more have served 
as European launch platforms for our films and most of these will also pay fees for the 
right films. On the doc side, Europe offers the best selection of doc fests in the world—
in addition to IDFA, you have Sheffield Doc/Fest, CPH:Dox, DOK Leipzig, Thessaloniki 
Documentary Festival, and Jihlava as the most widely respected. It is worth noting that 
because these particular doc festivals also include market activity and chances for sales, 
those particular festivals rarely pay fees. 

http://www.quinzaine-realisateurs.com
http://www.quinzaine-realisateurs.com
http://www.berlinale.de/en/das_festival/sektionen_sonderveranstaltungen/panorama/index.html
http://www.giff.se/en
http://www.stockholmfilmfestival.se/en
http://www.filmfestival.gr
http://www.edfilmfest.org.uk
http://www.filmfest-muenchen.de/en
http://www.filmfesthamburg.de/en
http://www.festival-deauville.com
http://athensfilmfest.org
http://www.filmfestival.be/en
http://www.biff.no
https://sheffdocfest.com
http://cphdox.dk/en
http://www.dok-leipzig.de
http://tdf.filmfestival.gr
http://tdf.filmfestival.gr
http://www.dokument-festival.com


Unfortunately, just like in any other region of the world, premiering at any festival less 
than the jewel fests will ultimately lessen the impact of your film on the wider film festival 
circuit. The main reason is that your film is unlikely to be solicited by many festivals 
unless it premieres at the A level. The reason is simple: most anyone who is in the festival 
programming business reads through the catalogues of the A-level festivals to see what’s 
out there that they might want to see, and they chase those films. They don’t tend to 
read all the other catalogues, at least not in detail, so chances are they don’t know about 
your film, and they won’t chase you. It doesn’t mean you can’t get into festivals that don’t 
chase you, especially if you have relationships there, but it does mean you’ll have to work 
a lot harder. And for some films (a lot of films really), the extra work just isn’t worth it.

So, how do you decide if the festival circuit is worth it for you? First, you probably won’t 
know until you try. My general rule of thumb is you have to try at least 20 submissions, 
and probably over the course of a full year, before you really have your answer. At that 
point you’ll likely feel it in your gut. If the festival circuit doesn’t start to happen for you 
at least somewhat organically and without your having to do all the heavy lifting, it will 
probably not amount to much. Chances are, even if you get into a few, it will start to feel 
like a series of empty one-night stands: fun for the night, but not amounting to much.

All film festivals have the important value of acting as a marketing and publicity tool 
for your film, whether it will ultimately be released by a distribution company or via DIY 
methods. But unless the festival is at the level where it attracts significant domestic and 
international press, the marketing value will be regional only. That means that you’d need 
to do a significant number of festivals to cover meaningful ground. That might not always 
be possible.

There are, of course, many stories every year of films and filmmakers that are discovered 
on the festival circuit and launched into the elite strata. It rarely happens in a vacuum, 
and certainly industry relationships are key to that process. But if you don’t currently have 
those relationships, then festivals represent the rare opportunity to be discovered in a 
hurry. You went through the hell of making a movie; you owe it to yourself to try. There is 
nothing on the planet like a world premiere at Cannes—so, by all means, try!

Stay tuned for more on this topic in a forthcoming article on The Film Collaborative Blog.

http://www.thefilmcollaborative.org/blog


The Outliers Approach to Getting Your Film Seen 
Case Study Film: Papadopoulos and Sons

by Sheri Candler

Papadapoulos & Sons, directed by Marcus Markou (trailer • website)

In November of 2012, I was reading an article on the Broadway World site about a film 
called Papadopoulos and Sons that had just won the Audience Award at the Thessaloniki 
Film Festival. The part of the article that intrigued me stated that while the film would 
receive a traditional release in Greece and Germany, the filmmaker would self-distribute 
the film in the UK.

Immediately, I sent my congratulations to the film’s director, Marcus Markou, with words 
of encouragement for taking on the arduous task of a self-financed release. While I 
have read and written about many US based filmmakers embarking on the path of self-
financing their distribution, I haven’t read about too many European filmmakers taking 
on the task themselves. Granted, the European system doesn’t favor the self-financed 
filmmaker. It relies on government funding for creative work and those in the film industry 
depend on those subsidies for their continued business success. It is no wonder that so 
few stories showcasing success in self-financed distribution have emerged out of Europe. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83J2uhKjOxE
http://www.papadopoulosandsons.com
http://www.broadwayworld.com/bwwmovies/article/PAPADOPOULOS-SONS-Grabs-Thessaloniki-Film-Festival-Audience-Award-20121119


UK based director Marcus Markou’s story is somewhat unique. 

I have stayed in touch with Markou to hear how the release of Papadopoulos and Sons 
progressed. I hoped to eventually write about it so that all European filmmakers might 
learn how a film that does not receive any government funding, is not accepted at the 
higher profile film festivals, and does not work within the accepted film sales model goes 
on to accomplish a significant release. This is that story.

Writer and director Marcus Markou started writing the script for Papadopoulos and Sons 
in the summer of 2010, but it was a story that had been with him since his teens. In the 
script, a wealthy Anglo-Greek businessman living in London loses everything in a finan-
cial crash due to speculation on a real estate property deal. The only financial asset his 
family has is a forgotten Greek fish and chip shop co-owned by the businessman and his 
brother, the first business they started after immigrating to London. None of his current 
family knows about it. The banks can’t take the chip shop because it is half owned by 
the brother, Uncle Spiros, who appears back in their lives and invites them to reopen the 
shop and start again. 

Marcus Markou: With this story, I was tapping back into my own Greek 
roots that I had lost growing up.

Markou allowed himself to flesh out the script first before clarifying the production 
budget. Scenes had to be trimmed in order to meet the eventual £850,000 production 
budget. “It was 100% my own money earned from the internet-based business I run with 
my brother, Andrew, who is a producer on the film.” Included in the production budget 
were a 35mm inter-negative, all music rights, and a 24-day shoot. Of the total budget, 
£72,000 was the total pay for all actors; however £74,000 was spent on transport. 

Markou: We were very creative with our locations; we found a disused high 
street shop that served a lot of the scenes in the film. We spent 2 weeks 
there and used the main shop room for scenes, a back room of the shop 
as a prep room, an upstairs that served the characters’ bedroom scenes, a 
rooftop garden for other scenes, and there was a park nearby. That shop 
was a mini studio space and it saved us so much money in locations. If we 
had to recreate that in a proper film studio, it would have cost us millions.

A key tenet of low budget filmmaking is one physical location should serve many story 
locations.

Markou: I worked with a very talented line producer, Sarah Butler, who had 
come from TV. The advice I give is making a line producer a producer on 
your film, and make sure they are women because they will manage your 
budget brilliantly. Even though our budget was £850,000, everyone else 
assumed £3-4 million.

After the film finished post-production, Markou tried to follow the normal path to finding a 
buyer for the film. 



Markou: The film looked great, and we were happy with it. I wanted to do 
an industry screening, which, it turns out, is a soul-destroying experience. 
Everyone says they will come. Most of them don’t, and just ask for a 
screener in their office. I had no idea about how the film business worked. 
I assumed it worked like any other business, but I quickly learned that 
wasn’t the case. It’s a den of snakes. There are LOTS of games being 
played. What I know now that I didn’t know then is they want your film for 
free. Really, there is no intention of paying you anything.

I was trying to work out how people get paid for making their films, and 
I finally worked out that no other business is funded this way. Our films 
[in the UK] are mainly funded by taxpayers, from various film funds, or 
through film finance schemes that effectively help wealthy individuals 
and corporations reduce their taxation on profits by investing in a movie. 
This money isn’t really the production’s money. In meetings with sales 
agents, there was the assumption that I would sign a 20-year contract; the 
agency would take 40% of any sales as well as deductions for their costs. 
How would any independent film producer or investor in an independent 
production get their money back outside a tax scheme? Why does anyone 
sign these terms? Because it’s not their money at risk. Producers receive 
their fee, the director and everyone involved in making the film gets their 
fee, which comes from the people investing in the film to reduce their tax 
bills or from the taxpayer via film funds, so basically who cares if you give 
the film away for free to a sales agent? I quickly realized this wasn’t going 
to work for me at all, and I started scrambling around to try something new.

Markou’s first stop was YouTube. 

Markou: I talked to the head of film at YouTube at Google home office. I felt 
like this is where the power is now, not in those sales agent offices stuffed 
with paper and no transparency. I proposed a pay-what- you- want model 
via YouTube, and they loved the idea. They presented it to higher-ups at 
Google and they loved it too, but there was one problem: they don’t use 
PayPal. They use Google Wallet, which is only accepted in 8 countries. 
This technology problem is what stopped me, because I wanted the film 
available worldwide.

Back to the drawing board.

After his initial bad feelings about sales agents, Markou had a meeting with Maura Ford 
of 7&7, a producer’s representative company. 

Markou: She sat me down and told me how everything would work. She 
was decent and I liked her. She takes 20% on any deal she makes, but her 
clients own their film and are responsible for their own sales costs; stuff 
like posters, trailers, market fees when she attends a film market. So she 
really acts as a producer’s sales service. This is definitely the way forward 

http://www.7and7.co.uk


for sales agents. She offered to take the film to Cannes, sign a one week 
deal with her and no longer, just to see if she could sell it. If sales resulted, 
then we could extend the relationship. If not, I got my film back. It was very 
progressive for a sales agent agreement. So, as I say, more of a service for 
independent producers.

My previous experiences with sales agents had them ripping the film 
apart, telling me how hard it will be to sell, basically undermining my 
confidence in my film so I would be scared and sign with them. They really 
see themselves as doing you a favor and helping you get into the film 
industry. Their role in the system is giving you the ability to say your film 
got distribution so that you can convince more people to give you more 
money and make another fee for yourself later on in another film. And I 
understand that this works for a lot of people. Part of their sales pitch is the 
allure of red carpets and glamorous premieres that hardly ever happen 
to a newcomer in the industry. It always felt that they want your film for 
free and filmmakers sign their agreement because they desperately want 
to be approved by the system. To do anything outside of the system is 
like someone saying you aren’t in the club and you feel insecure, like you 
aren’t good enough, you failed. So you take a deal you know is going to 
rip you off just to feel more secure. And when you look at the sales agency 
business model itself, it is in their interest to get the absolute best deal 
they can, which is not always in the producer’s interest! If you look at the 
balance sheets of some of these sales agencies or the cars they drive, you 
quickly realize why the business model they work in forces them to be this 
way. Basically, they’re not as wealthy as you would imagine. 

At Cannes, Ford did make some sales for the film.

Markou: Our booth was in the upstairs far corner on the sales floor. 
Immediately I thought, “forget it, nothing is going to happen here.” I was 
initially disheartened by coming to Cannes, but not for long. Maura called 
me on the first day and said there had been offers; a Greek offer and a 
German offer. But it was because Maura was connected in the business 
and she made some calls and had meetings and got those deals. She also 
sold the film to Encore Inflight, serving airlines across the world. They gave 
us $20,000 upfront. Once they recouped that guarantee, they sent another 
check for $15,000, and now it is on Cathay Pacific and other airlines such 
as Lufthansa.

The logical step for most independent films is to play on the festival circuit to gain 
positive critical reviews, get people talking about the film and allow an agent to further 
shop the film to buyers. But Papadopoulos and Sons wasn’t gaining acceptance with 
festival programmers. 

Markou: The film isn’t an edgy film festival kind of film. We didn’t get into 
any UK festivals. It did get into Dinard, but not in competition. The festival 

http://encoreinflight.com
http://www.festivaldufilm-dinard.com/en


director said it would have been like having Mama Mia in competition. 
Then it went to the Thessaloniki Film Festival and won the Michael 
Cacoyannis Audience Award. After that, Palm Springs Film Festival had 
the film. And Seattle International. But mostly it was the same story, “It’s 
not REALLY a festival film, not edgy, not cool, but since it is an audience 
pleaser, we’ll take it.” The film isn’t arthouse; it is too commercial. But it isn’t 
a big studio film with celebrities in it, so it is arthouse. It is stuck between 
those worlds, commercial arthouse. In the UK, those worlds don’t really 
mix.

The film was shot in London, with a UK-based cast, in English, but so far no distribution 
offers had come from UK companies. 

Markou: Artificial Eye and other UK distributors saw it as a sweet, positive 
family film, but it doesn’t have any big stars in it to market. So I had a 
Greek, German, and an airline deal, but lots of other companies sitting on 
the fence, interested, but waiting to see what else happens with it.

Meanwhile, the film was given the opportunity to screen before the European Parliament. 

Markou: George Corraface, Uncle Spiros in the film, knew someone 
there that organized cultural events and told him it was a film about 
Greeks losing money in a banking crisis! Not exactly right, but the story 
did coincide with the Greek financial crisis. At the screening, the minister 
of education and culture stood up and made a speech and the film had 
to be played on a small screen with everyone on headphones. Due to 
health and safety regulations, we had to leave the lights on in the room 
for the screening. It looked like a PowerPoint presentation; definitely not 
cinema. At the same time, the Greek Prime Minister was on the floor below 
negotiating Greece’s bail out and this was a film about Greeks losing 
everything in a financial crisis and starting over. So the Greek press went 
crazy for the film. Such synchronicity.

But the news didn’t spread to the UK press and offered no persuasion on potential 
distribution deals. “Really, I had still wanted a distributor to pick up the film. I didn’t really 
want to distribute it myself.” However, Markou did sit down with theatrical booker Martin 
Myers of Miracle Communications to talk about what a theatrical self-release would look 
like. 

Markou: I talked with Martin and he said he could probably book it into 
some Showcase Cinemas all around the UK. And I said, “Where are these 
cinemas?”He told me places like outside of Salford near Manchester and 
odd places. I asked what that would do. He said it helps get a DVD deal. 
It is known as a service theatrical deal, that’s the phrase. You pay to have 
your film shown in the theater, no one comes to see it, but the film will get 
some reviews and that helps encourage interest in a DVD and VOD sale. 
I told him that this was not what I had in mind. But platforms like Netflix 

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/martin-myers/9/9/140
http://www.showcasecinemas.co.uk/


insist on a one week theatrical run before they will consider a film for 
distribution. You do it to get press and awareness for the film.

While I carried on these conversations with Martin, the film had its Greek 
release and the distributors in Germany were gearing up for their release, 
and the film started to get some press and momentum. So he decided to 
pitch a chain like CineWorld or Odeon to see if they might have an interest 
rather than go down the Showcase Cinemas route. We sent the film to 
Cineworld and they sat on it.

It can be very challenging to convince a cinema programmer to book an unproven film 
with no A-List stars, no festival accolades, and no critical praise without giving them 
a clear idea of how the release will be supported. Will there be a suitable marketing 
campaign that will drive audiences to the cinema? Basically, how will the theater make its 
money by agreeing to screen your film? Studios and large distributors have a marketing 
team and budget to work with, and they have the relationship with cinema owners who 
trust their business practices. The independent producer who releases his own film is still 
an anomaly, so theaters have little incentive to give their screens to such films. It will be 
the producer’s job to convince the cinemas that a sufficient marketing effort will be made 
in order to drive audience to the theaters.

Markou: Martin asked me to put together a very precise marketing plan 
on how we would market this film to an audience so he could send it to 
Cineworld. Cineworld said they might give us 10 screens if we could show 
them how we would get people there. So, I looked at where all the Greek 
Orthodox Churches were in Britain. Where there is a Greek Orthodox 
Church, there is a Greek community. There are 70 of these churches in 
the UK.  I put dots on a map, with 17 churches in North London alone. We 
needed 2 screens in North London. Then one in Battersea, one in Kingston 
or Wandsworth, one in Central London, one in Manchester and a few 
others.

In the plan, I identified Greek media; newspapers, magazines, radio, and 
Facebook pages. Greek organizations and businesses I would target. I 
said I would build a network of ambassadors on Twitter and Facebook. 
Obviously, it is not just a film for Greeks, but I needed to start somewhere 
and I knew Greeks would come and see it with a name like Papadopoulos 
and Sons. Interestingly, sales agents had told me earlier on to get rid of 
that title.

Papadopoulos and Sons already had a Facebook page with over 3000 fans, mostly UK 
based. In his research, Markou found that aggregating his Facebook supporters’ Friends 
of Fans would result in reaching 1.3 million people in the UK. Also, the Facebook adver-
tising system would allow him to promote the Papadopoulos and Sons fan page and the 
screenings by location and interest. Those with Greek interests (Food / Dancing / Com-
munity) within the areas identified by mapping out the Orthodox Churches—London / 
Birmingham / Midlands / Brighton / South Coast / North West could be identified on the 



Facebook site, and advertising would be directed only at them in order to be economi-
cal with his advertising budget with little waste in going after a broad, but hard to attract 
audience. 

Markou: Cineworld liked the plan and agreed to give us some cinemas. 
It was a bit of a fight over which ones they would give. They didn’t want 
to give us their Shaftesbury Avenue location in Central London. But by 
chance, one of my employee’s flatmates was the manager of Cineworld 
Shaftesbury Avenue so we were finally able to get it.

Bear in mind, Maura Ford, the producer’s rep, did not have anything to do 
with this. This theatrical release in the UK was 100% me. There was no deal 
here for her because I was acting as the distributor AND the producer. I 
had done the deal with myself. It was up to me to handle everything.

With the cinema bookings locked in, it was now time to implement the marketing plan. 

Markou: I built up the campaign for 3 months. We called personally every 
Greek Orthodox priest in Great Britain. I had a native Greek guy in the 
office talk to them. My Greek is ok, but his was better. We asked if they 
would announce about the film after the liturgy on the Sunday before the 
opening.

I personally tweeted every UK based fish and chip shop on Twitter. 
Sometimes they brought 20 people to screenings with them. I followed 
each of them first and then sent a link to the trailer telling them it was 
a film about a fish and chip shop. 50% of the time they followed back 
and we would talk over Twitter. We put out video clips from the film. We 
encouraged people to talk to us on Facebook and Twitter. I saw myself as 
a mini Paramount or a mini Warner Bros. I did all the things a big distributor 
would have done and more, but I did them myself and I did them well. I 
cut the trailer, designed the poster and found volunteers to push the film 
and hand out flyers—people from Twitter and Facebook as well as my 
employees in their spare time.

To be clear, while Markou did the majority of the work himself, he still spent money on 
promotion and the cinema distribution. 

Markou: I spent around £35,000 to release it this way. That includes the 
tenancy fee of £400 per cinema, BBFC (British Board of Film Classification, 
ratings board) fee was about £1000, DCP hire was £2000 for renting the 
drives, VPF (virtual print fee for cinemas) was £25 per cinema. I also hired 
a publicist to do the cinema screening for journalists and to get some 
interviews in the press which I didn’t have the contacts to do. That cost 
about £2000. Miracle Communication charged around £4000 to set the 
bookings with Cineworld. I spent around £3000 on London Greek Radio 
advertising and advertising in Greek newspapers in London. I spent around 



£8000 on Facebook promotion by boosting posts and using targeted 
Facebook ads. The rest of around £10000 was posters/flyers and hosting 
2 pre-release screenings of “The Making of Papa and Sons.” We held 
one screening in Birmingham and one in London. At each, we manage 
to get around 300 people. They came, I gave a Q&A after we watched 
“The making of Papa and Sons,” and they went off and promoted the film. 
This was all in the build up to the release date of April 5, and we did this 
instead of a premiere. They felt more special than a premiere and were in 
fact a great marketing tool.

Markou with Papadapoulos & Sons Outdoor Ad

Markou: Because I run a company  , I was able to save a lot of 
money as we did all the video, lots of social media cultivation, and general 
building of databases in-house without incurring labor costs. I had half my 
office handing out flyers for a week before our cinema run in their spare 
time and at weekends; in return I gave them extra days holiday. Without 
having this separate business that could subsume the labour costs, I could 
not have kept the costs to around £35k.

Early in, I asked Martin what I would need to get a cinema hold over the 
second week. It gives a greater chance to make more money obviously, but 
also gives the word of mouth a chance to encourage people to show up 
who missed it during the first week. Martin said I needed 500 per cinema in 
the opening weekend. I thought he meant 500 admissions. But later I found 
out he meant £500 in revenue. I was working on the thought that I needed 
to get 500 tickets sold per cinema that first weekend.

http://www.Dynamis.co.uk


In the opening week in 13 cinemas, the film sold 8,000 admissions total. “We sold out 
the 100 seat cinema at Shaftesbury Avenue within hours of tickets going on sale. Then 
the 200 seat cinema sold out by the night before the screenings, so Cineworld moved 
the screening to the big 500 seat cinema. It stayed there for 4 weeks!” On opening 
weekend, Papadopoulos & Sons grossed £37,314 coming in at #19 for UK box office 
gross. 

Out of that gross, 20% goes to taxes, VAT. Cinemas normally keep 60-75% of the revenue 
and pass the rest to the distributor. Big studios can negotiate for higher percentages, but 
as a lowly independent, you’ll get about 25% of the revenue. The distributor handling 
these films take 50% out of the revenue from the exhibitor as their fee plus any market-
ing costs (P&A). Then the sales agent gets her cut between 15-20% as a sales fee and 
then deducts her marketing costs. After all of this deduction, rarely will there be profit to 
send to the producer and investors. It is all buried in fees and cost recoupments all down 
the chain of distribution. Markou firmly believes independents lose the most money on 
cost recoupment by third parties.

Markou: My deal with Cineworld was for 35% of revenue without any extra 
deductions taken since we were our own distributors and on the basis that 
I did not release it theatrically with any other cinema chain,” said Markou. 
“That is how we got it to 35%, because it was exclusive to Cineworld. 
We didn’t lose money on the theatrical, let’s call it break even. The way I 
released it fit the spirit of the film. It was about a family pulling together to 
accomplish something. And it screened in the way that I wanted which was 
on a big screen.

Rank Title
Country of 

Origin
Weekend Gross Distributor

Weeks on 
Release

Number of 
Cinemas

Site average

1 The Croods USA £2,364,348 20th Century Fox 3 553 £4,275

2 GI Joe: Retali-
ation

USA £1,060,222 Paramount 2 438 £2,421

3 Dark Skies USA £1,031,948 Momentum 1 385 £2,680

4 Trance UK £722,027 20th Century Fox 2 421 £1,715

5 Jack the Giant 
Slayer

UK/USA £705,215 Warner Bros 3 487 £1,448

6 Oz: The Great 
and Powerful

USA £574,318 Disney 5 485 £1,184

7 The Host USA £520,248 Entertainment 2 441 £1,180

8 Identity Thief USA £422,194 Universal 3 386 £1,094

9 Spring Breakers USA £345,153 Vertigo 1 181 £1,907

10 The Odd Life of 
Timothy Green

USA £269,465 Disney 1 280 £962

11 Side Effects USA £184,212 eOne Films 5 218 £845

12 Wreck-It Ralph USA £176,787 Disney 9 304 £582

13 Finding Nemo 
3D

Aus/USA £154,008 Disney 2 346 £445



14 In the House Fra £121,243 Momentum 2 65 £1,865

15 A Late Quartet USA £107,158 Curzon Film 1 48 £2,232

18 Good Vibra-
tions

UK £49,272 The Works 2 52 £948

19 Papadopoulos 
& Sons

UK £37,314 Miracle 1 13 £2,870

“20 Les Miserables UK/USA £26,764 Universal 13 37 £723

21 All Things to All 
Men

UK £25,711 Muscolo Group 1 148 £174

31 Cloud Atlas UK/USA £13,925 Warner Bros 6 21 £663

43 Song for Marion UK £6,046 eOne Films 6 14 £432

44 Quartet UK £5,916 Momentum 13 9 £657

Weekend 5 April - 7 April 2013 UK box office

Initially, Cineworld offered 13 screens for a week. The film ultimately reached around 
20 Cineworld screens and another 20 independent cinemas. Where the film did well, 
it stayed for four or five weeks—such as Cineworld Shaftesbury Avenue and Cineworld 
Enfield. It played UK cinemas for 7 weeks with a total gross of £92,976. Additionally, the 
film brought in €140,000 in its opening weekend in Germany on 70 screens. “It was the 
number 2 film in the indie charts there,” said Markou.

As Myers had explained in earlier conversations, the screenings did help to set up all the 
other ancillary deals in the UK and in other countries. “Maura Ford did a deal with two 
companies for Netflix. In the UK, the Netflix deal was done through Movie Partnership, 
who also did our iTunes deal in the UK, and in the US it was done through Inception for 
both Netflix and iTunes. Inception also did our iTunes deal for all other countries outside 
the UK. Netflix offered £20,000 to license for 18 months from both US and UK, although 
the UK is about £15,000 of that.”

Markou: We did a deal with BBC to broadcast 5 screenings of the film in 
the UK over 5 years. It works out at £10,000 per screening, starting from 
2015. Once the BBC deal kicks in Autumn 2015, the film has to come down 
from Netflix UK for two years as Netflix is treated as “free” TV, which is 
what the BBC broadcast deal covers. We sold DVD rights in the UK to 101 
Films, released it in Australia (with a minimum guarantee of £1000)—the 
rest being backend on sales of DVDS. We also managed to get good 
revenue from one-off deals like Spiritual Cinema Circle for $12,000 (US).

The total money received from sales to date from German (Neue 
Visionen) minimum guarantee, Greek (Hollywood Entertainment) minimum 
guarantee, Encore Inflight (which took all airline sales), the BBC (which 
was £30,000 with the rest paid on airing the film in two years’ time), the US 
and Australian DVD, US and UK Netflix, and a handful of cinema clubs and 
societies is £147,000. We also just signed an ARTE broadcast deal through 
our German distributor for French and German TV for €100,000. So far, 
we’ve sold £4000 in UK DVDs in the first 6 months via Amazon (online) and 

http://www.themoviepartnership.com/
http://www.inceptionmediagroup.com/About.aspx?p=digital
http://101distribution.com/
http://101distribution.com/
http://www.spiritualcinemacircle.com


HMV and Fopp (retail) and £5,500 in online transactional sales via iTunes 
/ Blinkbox / Google Play of which iTunes makes up 80% of those sales. We 
got back £136,000 from the UK tax credit system.

The film is now available on iTunes in many countries. 

Marcus: Mostly English speaking territories including the UK, Ireland, 
Canada, US, Australia, South Africa, but also many countries in the Far 
East and in Africa. The plan is to release Spanish and French subtitle 
versions to target more countries—specifically in Latin America.

By spending that £35,000 on the UK cinema release, I didn’t just break 
even, I created the platform for so many more deals. It gave the film a 
voice. The media attention and the length of cinema runs made people sit 
up and take notice. It knocks down barriers for TV, DVD and VOD deals. 

Markou has been experimenting with the US platform Gathr to schedule one-night event 
screenings for those who want to host a film screening in their local cinemas. It takes 
almost as much outreach to local markets in the US as it would in your home country 
though, and without the same devotion, results could be disappointing.

Marcus: The time difference between the UK and US is not helpful, and 
I just ran out of steam. But we’ve done four successful screenings and 
sold around 450 tickets, grossing around $4500. My cut of that (after fees 
and expenses) will be around $1500. The good news is that there are still 
screenings being planned into the New Year, and you just never know. In 
theory, the film can just sit there on the platform and do a screening here 
and there for anyone who wants to organize it.

Another dream for an independent filmmaker is receiving an award from a jury of peers. 
One that truly rewards the talent and efforts that go into making cinematic art. Markou 
was recently nominated for the Breakthrough British Filmmaker Award from the London 
Critics Circle. 

Marcus: I sent off DVDs to BAFTA members for BAFTA consideration. I 
don’t think we will make the cut, but I’ve had some amazing responses 
from BAFTA members who were moved by this story. Out of that, some-
one suggested I also send it to the London Critics Circle—about another 
100 DVDs and a covering letter. I had no expectations, but out of the blue 
I found myself as a nominee for a Breakthrough British Filmmaker Award! 
You don’t ever do it for these things, but they’re great when they come 
along because they help get the film noticed, and the ultimate goal is to get 
the film seen by as many people as possible.

Was the amount of work worth the effort? Is there value in becoming your own 
distributor?

Markou: When I started all of this, I envisioned at least 100 screens and 

http://gathr.us/films/papadopoulos-and-sons
http://www.criticscircle.org.uk/film/?ID=356


posters on buses. Now, having served as a distributor, I am thinking that 
is suicide. If you are your own distributor, spend at least 6 months getting 
your social following in place. Build word of mouth and get PR going so 
when your opening day comes, there is an audience waiting to storm to 
the cinema. No one wants to do this because it is too much hard work. It is 
far easier to spend a lot of money on advertising and posters and TV spots 
and hope some of it sticks.

You do need money for the release. There is no doubt about that. You don’t 
need a million quid though. I have no idea how films spending that make 
any money. You also need a community of people helping you. If I were 
to do this again, I would say upfront to the actors and crew; this whole 
process will not just be about your individual job. You will be expected to 
help us reach an audience and distribute. You will be contributing your 
social following and help by posting on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram or 
whatever. If you have 30 people doing some of the work I did, you can fill 
cinemas.

First and foremost you should make a film you need to make. If you don’t 
have a passion for it, you won’t have the stamina for this kind of work. It is 
all consuming. I could still be distributing this film in 3 years’ time. I would 
like to start writing again or working on another project, but I am doing all I 
can to get this film out to the world.

Everything about the film business from its very earliest inception was 
about creating new ways to engage audiences with stories. I feel I tapped 
into that spirit. Not by design at all, but because I was forced to improvise 
and make something up as I went along. I cannot tell you how satisfying 
that is. I was engaging with my audience and carrying them on my journey. 
This was an extension of what happened on the set with the actors and 
crew. It was community led. Heart led. It was a ride of a lifetime from the 
first word on the script to the first take on set to the last £10 backside on a 
cinema seat! And it was all about the story.

My mentor was a man called Elliott Kastner. He grew up in the studio 
system of the 50s and 60s and then broke away and did something 
radical back then—sold films back to the studios. He passed away before 
I made Papa and Sons, but I know he would have been so excited by what 
I was doing. He told his daughter Milica—who was a co-producer on the 
film—that I was the most exciting person he ever met. Milica asked “More 
exciting than Brando?” And Elliott laughed “More exciting than Brando!” 
And so I did something that is either naïve or brave or maybe a mixture 
of the two. I decided to believe him. Part of me thinks he said that to 
everyone, but Milica assures me he didn’t.

Surely, this is the pioneering spirit of the film business that we all want to 
believe in. Dare to dream. That’s what so many of the heroes do in the 



films we make. They dare to dream, dare to change things, dare to be 
heroes. And so if we take the lead of the characters we put up there on the 
screen, we should do the same in real life. Not just in our stories.

Papadapoulos & Sons Film Facts

Item Revenue Notes

UK cinemas £92974 7 weeks in release

BBC sale £50000  

UK DVD sales to date £4000  

UK TVOD £5500 iTunes, Blinkbox, Google Play, 80% of 
which is from iTunes

Arte broadcast deal (French and 
German TV)

€100000 Arranged by German distributor

Netflix UK & USA £20000 licensing fee for 2 years. Upon BBC air-
ing the film in 2015, UK Netflix will have 
to cease per the agreement

Inflight airline sale £35000 2 year license

Australian DVD £1000 advance payment

German distributor €20000 advance payment

Greek distributor €15000 advance payment

Spiritual Cinema DVD USA £12000 advance payment

Gathr screenings €4500 US one night event screenings

Tax credit reimbursement

UK Tax credit £136,000  

Budget spends

Film production total cost £850,000  

Cinema tenancy fee £400 per cinema

BBFC rating £1000  

VPF per cinema 25£  

DCPs £2000 a hiring fee rather than making 
individual DCP drives

Cinema booker £4000  

publicist £2000  

Facebook advertising £8000  

UK Greek media advertising £3000  

2 advance screenings, posters, 
flyers etc

£10000  

Graphic design, web design, 
trailer editing

0 all performed in house



community outreach, database 
building, social media cultivation

0 all performed in house

Social stats as of April 2014

“Facebook 17005 fans  

Twitter 3428 followers  

Youtube 256 subbscribers 198448 views of the trailer

Started the Youtube channel 2 years 
ago, 32 videos uploaded

Principal Crew

Writer/Director Marcus Markou

Producer Sara Butler

Co-Producers Tom Hillier, Milica Kastner, Henry Wilks

Executive Producers Andrew Markou, Marcus Markou

Sales Agent / Distributors

Seven & Seven Producer’s Sales Service (7&7) 2012 World-wide sales all media

Hollywood Entertainment 2012 Greece theatrical

Audio Visual Entertainment 2013 Greece Blu-ray, DVD

Miracle Communications Ltd. 2013 UK service theatrical

101 Films 2013 UK DVD

Neue Visionen Filmverleih 2013 Germany theatrical

good movies! 2013 Germany Blu-ray, DVD

Total Production Budget

£850,000

Premiere Festival in Competition

Thessaloniki Film Festival 2012 Audience Award winner

Other Festivals

Dinard British Film Festival (France)

Palm Springs International Film Festival (USA)

Seattle Film Festival (USA)



Making an Impossible Film Possible  
with Help from the Crowd

Case Study Film: Lucia

by Sheri Candler

Lucia, written & directed by Pawan Kumar (trailer • website)

When it comes to funding, creating and distributing passion projects, writer/director 
Pawan Kumar is taking full advantage of what the internet has to offer filmmakers. Kumar 
used his connection with his fans via his blog and social media channels to put out a call 
for help in making his second feature film, Lucia, a reality. 

Despite being an actor in well-known Indian films such as Manasaare, Pancharangi 
and having his directorial debut film, Lifeu Ishtene, achieve a successful release, Kumar 
could not find a producer to take on his next project, a psychological thriller called Lucia. 
In his native India, films are typically made via a system where the producer procures 
scripts, the director, actors and the funding. These decisions are determined according 
to current market demand. Kumar is based in Bangalore in the Indian state of Karnataka 
which is the heart of the Kannada language film industry. Over 100 films originate in 
Karnataka yearly. The region has a total of 650 cinema theatres, but only a handful of 
locally produced movies are released in the United States, Australia, Germany, the United 
Kingdom and other countries.

Pawan Kumar: The market controls the scripts that we write. I was 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgIL2H-OdcA
http://www.luciakannadamovie.com


frustrated that I had to keep tweaking my script because the producer 
would say “This is what sells right now.” I felt like the key to this whole 
problem was the audience. Producers kept telling me they won’t come to 
the theater to see the kind of film I wanted to make and that’s why such a 
film won’t be made.

He vented his frustration on his blog and social media sites about the willingness of 
producers to pay for remakes of Tamil and Telugu language films or to make blatantly 
inauthentic films in Kannada language that people from Karnataka were actually 
embarrassed to watch or share with others. To his delight, many of his readers agreed 
with his assessment. 

Kumar: I have been active in online communities since the Orkut days. It’s 
almost 10 years of active social media activity. I never used it to promote 
or market my work. It was in my nature to enjoy online interactions with 
people and I just did that. But once they read this post, it went viral. Within 
2-3 days I was getting messages from people saying why don’t we all pitch 
in money and do this film? I didn’t know there was such a thing as crowd-
funding. I said, “Ok, let’s try it,” because others were saying if I didn’t try it, 
they would always blame me for it.

He immediately went online and researched more on crowd-funding, studying Kickstarter 
and other online portals, but none of those seemed promising for an Indian film. He also 
approached Scottish online distribution company Distrify to see if there was a way to mix 
crowd-funding with selling streams of the film online. Distrify is a 3-year-old technology 
company that has developed a powerful suite of digital tools that turn the entire internet 
into a movie marketplace. Their streaming solution makes discovering, sharing and 
purchasing films online a seamless process. Distrify co founder and Chief Executive 
Officer Peter Gerard on Lucia:

Peter Gerard: When the Lucia project started, Pawan Kumar asked me if 
Distrify could handle the monies for the initial crowd-funding campaign. 
We discussed the pros and cons of doing it via Distrify or via IndieGogo or 
Kickstarter. He and I agreed that given the costs of payment processing 
and international bank transfers, he would be better off just having people 
send transfers directly to him. This kind of fundraising requires a lot of 
trust obviously, and Pawan had built that up with his audience over a long 
period of time.

Kumar eventually found a use for Distrify, but during this initial crowd-funding campaign, 
another method was used.

The method he came up with involved selling 2000 tickets at varying price levels to raise 
$100,000 US Dollars (approximately 50 lakh Indian rupees) for the production costs. If the 
tickets were sold, he would start making the film. Potential investors sent him a personal 
email to request the tickets and he accepted payment via bank transfer. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orkut
http://pawantheactor.com/?p=1636
http://www.distrify.com


Kumar did not reveal many details of the film’s story before introducing the crowd-
funding campaign. Lucia tells the story of a theater usher who has a life changing 
experience and has lucid dreams of being a movie star. It is a bit unconventional in its 
story approach. By addressing the lack of good films made for the Kannada language 
market and leveraging the goodwill with his audience fostered over many years, Kumar 
found fundraising success quickly:

Kumar: The audience and myself had a common vision. We wanted to 
make a Kannada language film, which was not the kind the industry churns 
out regularly. My past work had made this audience believe in the kind 
of content I produced so when I said I had something which was going to 
be extremely revolutionary, they trusted me and were ready to support 
me in making it happen. I never demanded or begged. I maintained a 
very neutral stand. I believe that creating good art is not just an artist’s 
desperate need. It is also a need of the patrons who will eventually 
take something from it. I made this point very clear, saying I can make 
something that they would want to watch. We both had a need and we just 
helped each other.

I put up the crowd-funding proposal on my blog in February 2012 saying 
how much money I needed for the production and around 10 days after 
putting up the post, a lady from the UK transferred 200,000 rupees 
(around $3,200) to my account. Soon, I had around 800,000 to 900,000 
rupees in my account. I was shocked because why would anyone put in 
that much money without knowing anything about the film or me? What 
I had started was seen as a revolution in the eyes of the people. They 
wanted someone to make this film. We gave ourselves 100 days to raise 
this budget, but we got it in 27 days from about 110 people, some of it from 
random people whom I’ve never met in my whole life.

As the film headed into production, a young musician within Kumar’s online following 
came forward with music compositions he wanted to be considered for the film. 

Kumar: I had met music composer Poornachandra online through 
Facebook. He was a software engineer and used to compose music as 
his hobby, but when I heard his compositions, I found that they were very 
new. He was a grounded guy and was hungry for new work. Our interests 
aligned and we started working on it. Songs are an integral part of 
mainstream Indian cinema, so it was necessary to have innovative music 
to go with the innovative story and it made sense to choose music from my 
followers given the way we were making the film.

The production released a music video on Youtube in October 2012 and it spread quickly 
through online communities. 

Kumar: The song was so new and fresh that the audience loved it right 
away. We invited anyone to record themselves singing the song and 



send it to us, promising that if they were good, they’d be on the album. 
People across the globe started downloading the song and doing their 
own versions. This gave the film a great push in terms of marketing. We 
occasionally did new things like this with the music to keep the audience 
engaged and to keep the buzz alive until we were ready for the release.

Lucia premiered at the London Indian Film Festival (LIFF) in July 2013 and won the 
Audience Award. In the audience for the premiere were many of the film’s original crowd-
funding investors. 

Kumar: I had no idea of entering film festivals when I started doing this film. 
I meant to send it out as a theatrical release in my own state, but as the 
film got popular and the trailer went viral online, the festival director at LIFF 
saw the trailer and asked if we’d be interested in premiering at the festival. 
It seemed perfect for a film like mine because we were trying to tell the 
industry in Karnataka that our language films had to get global. I received 
the opportunity to do that with this festival in London. Kannada films very 
rarely go to festivals. Lucia became the first Kannada film in 75 years to 
have made an international premiere. This created a strong online buzz 
and was picked up in the media as well.

But the production had spent all of the crowdfunded money on producing the film with 
nothing left for the theatrical release. Here is where earlier discussions with Distrify paid 
off. The Scottish company founded by Andy Green and Peter Gerard has created an 
embeddable online video player that can show a film’s trailer and allow audiences to 
immediately order a stream of the film. The video player also contains an ecommerce 
shop that can sell downloads, DVDs, and merchandise as well as list of cinemas showing 
the film and where audiences may buy a ticket. The video player is also sharable on 
websites and social media sites which allow a film’s fans to earn an affiliate commission 
on sales that result from sharing the video player on their own social profiles and 
websites. 

Kumar partnered with Distrify to start preselling digital copies of the film and encourage 
anyone to become an affiliate sales person. He planned to use the presale money to 
help fund the theatrical release in his home country. This marks the first time Distrify has 
been used in a crowd-funding capacity. 

Gerard: Anyone who pre-ordered was also buying what Pawan coined 
“Online Distributor” rights. Basically, these people are affiliates who earn 
a larger cut—up to 75%—of every sale they refer. There are about 1,300 
people who pre-ordered, thus earning a higher affiliate rate as an Online 
Distributor. Those who pre-ordered the film were automatically logged 
into Distrify with an account. By using the sharing tools in the video player, 
or copying and pasting the embed code or URL, it automatically includes 
a unique code that tracks their sharing. Any sales generated from their 
sharing qualify for the affiliate revenue-share program. The level they 
pre-ordered at (up to $100) determined the affiliate share they earned 



later. People who did not pre-order the film can still promote the film and 
earn a 10% commission. We had one guy who set up his own webpage for 
Lucia with excellent SEO and he referred a significant number of the sales, 
earning thousands of dollars as an Online Distributor.

Kumar: We needed to raise about $500,000 through pre-orders on Distrify 
to get the full theatrical release we wanted. Since we were collecting 
that money as a preorder, we could use it immediately for our theatrical 
distribution. But we only managed to reach about $40,000 in early 
presales. The audience found this system very NEW to understand. I still 
regard 1,300 pre-order sales very good considering it is the first time for an 
audience that is not used to pre-ordering.

Obviously, $40,000 was not sufficient for the theatrical release we wanted. 
We ended up selling the satellite rights for the film to Udaya TV, part of 
the Sun Network, for $143,000 and that gave us the extra funds for the 
release. We eventually released in about 75 theatres with the help of major 
online promotions and moderate traditional marketing. PVR Pictures did a 
partial release, but they were not the distributors in totality. They took the 
film for 13 centers across India. Unless a company buys the distribution 
rights, they have no say where and how we release a film. The film’s digital 
release via Distrify was done 3 weeks post theatrical and was geoblocked 
online in India so that people would be encouraged to go to the theatres.

http://sunnetwork.in/tv-channel-details.aspx?Channelid=27&channelname=UDAYA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PVR_Pictures


Lucia Revenues; Production Budget (Expenses) were $100K.

In order to continue the presales in the lead up to the post theatrical Distrify digital 
release, Kumar made a short video explaining how the process would work with regard 
to becoming eligible as a distributor and earning a percentage of the sales. As stated 
previously, many people didn’t quite understand the process when he was in presales 
for the theatrical release. The video explanation can still be found here. In total as of April 
2014, there have been 7,310 buys via the Distrify streaming player, grossing over $90,000 
including the presales.

Kumar: Though the film is available online, fans have written and asked us 
to send them the theatrical DCP content. They have booked theatres and 
hosted shows on their own and they even send us the left over proceeds 
from these shows. It’s quite an amazing thing that happened. I don’t think 
any digital content can be protected completely though. Lucia did get onto 
the torrents. A majority of the audience saw the film for free, which was 
quite a loss. I guess it is something that all filmmakers live with now, but I 
feel we ourselves have encouraged them to go that way for a long time by 
not providing a legal way to see our films.

Distrify provides a way to give the audience the film online and get the 
producers some money. We just have to do more education to make 
audiences aware of this buying method. People are willing to pay five 
pounds or four dollars from abroad to watch a Kannada film from their 
home. We just had to figure out a way for that to happen. But with this film, 
I had all the control. In fact other than broadcast and DVD rights, I haven’t 
given out any other rights to this film. The industry traditionally hasn’t been 
exploring the options. They don’t have a deep understanding of internet 
and other mediums for film distribution. I am one of the few who is willing 
to explore it.

Lucia grossed over $550,000 at the Indian box office, five times more than its production 
budget. Kumar also made an agreement for a reported $95,000 with Fox Star Studios 
India to remake the film in Hindi. “I am not interested in remaking someone else’s film. I 
am remaking my own script in another language and I am getting an opportunity to work 
with a bigger budget. I am hoping that I will be able to do it better than what I have done 
now. In fact, I am doing some rewrites as well.” He also sold Tamil and Telugu language 
rights to producer C.V. Kumar’s Thirukumaran Entertainment for approximately $95,000.

Pawan Kumar also has not stopped in his mission to bring Kannada films to a wider 
audience and to help curb piracy by providing a legal way to view them. His HomeTalkies.
com site is using Distrify to distribute films made in Kannada language by other 
filmmakers to audiences online all over the world. He calls it Sin-free streaming. At the 
moment, Hometalkies will only distribute narrative features, but they do have plans to 
include short films and documentaries. Kannada language filmmakers are encouraged to 
submit films to HomeTalkies.com in order to start making their films available globally.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cG2AqrTeIk


Kumar: I have learned a lot about business management, marketing and 
finance throughout the production and release of Lucia. Also, interacting 
with more than 1,300 strangers was an experience! Sometimes there were 
people who were very irate about our experimental process and we had to 
converse with them and sort their issues. It was not just filmmaking, but a 
great life experience in many aspects. Now, I am trying new methods, ways 
in which we can include more people by having them contribute lesser 
amounts of money. This helps in getting the community more active and 
also gives us more room to experiment with content. We are now trying out 
a “Decide your price” concept with the proceeds going to fund future work.

If enough funding is raised to make a feature film, one will be made. But if less is raised, 
then there will only be enough to fund a short film. You can read more about it on 
whatnextpawan.com under the “A Social Experiment” tab. 

Kumar: It will take time, but the future is going to be about a direct connect 
between the Artist and the Audience.

WhatNextPawan

Indeed, the WhatNextPawan website succinctly sums up what Pawan Kumar and many 
filmmakers today are trying to do. By encouraging the audience to buy directly from 
talent, the audience becomes an active participant in creating the art they want to 
see; not by literally creating it themselves, but by supporting it financially, socially and 
emotionally. 

Gerard: One thing that was interesting to learn from Pawan was that he 
is really injecting new enthusiasm in his language and particularly cinema 
made in Kannada language. The “I watch Kannada movies” movement he 
created with his audience is really powerful. It’s much bigger than just his 
film Lucia—it’s about restoring confidence in local culture and local cinema. 
It’s truly amazing what he’s doing.

Lucia Film Facts

Principal Crew

Writer/Director Pawan Kumar

Executive Producer Subramanya M. K.

http://www.whatnextpawan.com/


Producers Suresh Kanchusthambham, Madhusudan Venkata, Manjunath T. C., 
Creathma Productions, Manoj Jaganmurthy, Sowmya Jaganmurthy, Ravi 
Kashyap, Anurag Ramachandra, Mahesh Lokhande, Santhosh Kumar S. R, 
Biswajith K. Setty, Shivaram

Co-Producers Mahesh K Manjunatha, Lokesh Bangera, Babu Srinivasan, Sandeep P., 
Vinay, Prasanna L. M., Ram Nagaraj, Manjunatha Hulidurga, Deepak 
Bhat, Creathma Productions, Rutwick Kumar Kashyap, Manje Gowda J., 
Chiranjeevi Manjaiah, SpicyChakra Productions, Anurag Ramachandra, 
Brahmila Parswanath, Ramakrishna M., Davangere Boys, Deepak Jain, 
Madhusudana Y. N., B.V.R. Manjunath, Rakendu Rao, Kirangiri Sharada, 
Gururaj Shivakumar, Deepak Srinivas, Sandesh Hanumelingu, Sharath – 
Ranga – Mouli, Anil Kumar

Web Development/design

Surya Vasishta

Sales agent/Distributors

Audience Films 2013 India theatrical

Total Production Budget

$100,000

Premiere Festival

London Indian Film Festival 2013 (UK) Audience Choice Winner

Other Festivals

Mumbai Film Festival

International Film Festival Kerala



Experimenting With 
New Business Models:  

The Scottish Documentary Institute  
and the Producer of Marketing 

and Distribution   
in the special case of 

I Am Breathing

by Jon Reiss

I Am Breathing, directed by Emma Davie and Morag McKinnon (trailer • website)

In the spring of 2011, the Scottish Documentary Institute (SDI) put out a call for a Producer 
of Marketing and Distribution (PMD) to work with all of the feature-length documentaries 
that they produce, shepherding them through the marketing and distribution process. 
According to SDI Head of Development Sonja Henrici, the creation of this position was 
spurred by public funding (through the National Lottery) to explore new business models 
for their films and to see if there might be a monetary return on investment (ROI) from 
money spent on marketing and promoting films.

Sonja Henrici: We wanted to test this role in different stages, in different 
projects, and see how to develop an audience between those projects. It 
is meta—not someone who is looking at impact producing a single film, but 
someone who is looking at the PMD role and doing several films at once—
doing more than just the “impact” part of it. All PMDs should be a bit meta.

https://vimeo.com/68474470
http://www.iambreathing.com
http://www.scottishdocinstitute.com/
http://jonreiss.com/2010/04/the-producer-of-marketing-and-distribution/
http://jonreiss.com/2010/04/the-producer-of-marketing-and-distribution/


SDI was not just interested in a monetary ROI; they also wanted to see if this could 
noticeably affect the non-monetary impact their films were having on the world. They had 
a crop of feature films that they thought could benefit from more than just a distribution 
deal, and they believed that an in-house staff person could help connect these films to 
their respective audiences. If they could prove the impact of an in-house PMD, including 
outreach and engagement from the start of a project, they could help convince funders 
to pay film organizations to do this work.

In August of 2011, SDI hired German filmmaker Ben Kempas to be their PMD. Kempas 
was, he says, “angry, coming from a background of filmmaking myself, where your typical 
producer would just care about getting those big TV sales and not really realize the 
importance of building up an audience or a following.”

SDI’s PMD hire was made possible by a grant for a project called Virtuous Circle. 
The initial setup of the Virtuous Circle project was also advised by Nic Wistreich of 
Netribution, who served as SDI’s technical consultant.

Ben Kempas: The idea is to have crowd interactions—ideally at any stage 
of a project, beginning with development—that then constantly feed into 
a follower base. So by the time you’re ready to release your film, you 
don’t start from zero. The completion of that circle is when, at the peak of 
attention during distribution, you manage to get these people interested in 
your next project.

I’ve spoken to Kempas several times over the last couple of years in his role as the 
PMD. In fact, he is the one who introduced me to the campaigning software company 
NationBuilder. For this chapter, I interviewed both Henrici and Kempas, both of whom 
were extremely generous with their experiences and data from the project I Am 
Breathing. My intention is to not only provide a case study for the release of I Am 
Breathing, but to also see if the PMD itself is a valuable, cost-effective position that would 
be beneficial to other films and, perhaps more importantly, film institutions and funds. We 
agreed on I Am Breathing as a case study because of the amount of data that SDI has on 
that project, but, as a caveat, Kempas started working on the film just two months before 
its festival premiere. “In this case,” he says, “I became involved much later than the 
Virtuous Circle suggests. On other films, I am able to start working during the production 
of the film.”

The Film

I Am Breathing follows the last few months of Neil Platt’s life, while he is dying of motor 
neurone disease (MND, also known as ALS or Lou Gehrig’s Disease). Within a year, Platt 
goes from being a healthy, 30-something British bloke with a great sense of humor 
to becoming completely paralyzed from the neck down. As his body gets weaker, his 
perspective on life changes. His humor remains, but new wisdom emerges: “It’s amazing 
how adaptable we are when we have to be,” he says in the film. “ It’s what separates us 
and defines us as human beings.” Knowing he only has a few months left to live, and 
while he still has the ability to speak, Platt puts together a letter and memory box for his 

http://blog.scottishdocinstitute.com/the_virtuous_circle
http://www.iambreathing.com/


baby son, Oscar, and communicates his experience and thoughts about life in a blog—
and ultimately in this film, which he was determined to make. His blog posts form the 
film’s narration as he tells his own story through memories and impressions of his life: the 
sheer joy of falling in love, of partying with his mates, of fast motorbike rides. Through his 
determination to share his final journey, he makes us ask questions about our own lives.

Kempas: There are a lot of parallels between Neil losing control of his 
body, all his muscles gradually giving up—and his little baby boy learning 
how to use his body. Ultimately a very difficult film to market and sell, even 
when you constantly emphasize the life-affirming tone of the film.

Goals
It is essential that filmmakers know what their goals are before they release their films 
(and, frankly, make them). For I Am Breathing, the main goal was to get people to see the 
film and have a greater awareness of MND/ALS and the impact it has on people’s lives.

Kempas: The film was mostly paid for in its production phase through 
investments by Creative Scotland, Danish Film Institute, Channel 4, DR, 
YLE, Wellcome Trust, MND Association, and SDI Productions. Except for the 
occasional deferred position in the budget, most of that was covered. So 
that was probably quite a luxurious position in comparison to many other 
indie films. But we needed to find ways to pay for the outreach campaign, 
because it meant full-time work for a couple of people.

It’s equally important to have appropriate expectations of what can be accomplished as 
it is to understand your film’s nature and potential audience. It is important to understand 
what your expectations are—and to dial them down, so that you will more adequately be 
able to assess if your project was a success.

Kempas: I Am Breathing is such niche thing, as it’s perceived as such a 
“depressing” subject when somebody is dying. We knew that its reach 
would really depend on how the film was received, especially by the press. 
It was a great unknown how many people we would be able to reach with 
this. Which is, I guess why we became so experimental and focused on a 
community-driven approach.

Audience

Audience Identification

Before you can engage an audience, you must first determine who that audience is.

Kempas: The film’s focus on MND/ALS naturally first reaches those 
personally affected by the disease as patients, as their friends and family, 
as caretakers, campaigners, or researchers. It was crucial that these 
people would appreciate the film in light of a subject matter that’s highly 



sensitive to them, and accept it as one of the most powerful tools they 
could possibly have in their own fights for awareness or funding.

The MND Association has many regional branches in the U.K. On a worldwide level, the 
I Am Breathing team identified 1,324 potential hosts of community screenings, with the 
goal of hopefully connecting with one tenth of that number. In the end, 372 people and 
groups agreed to organize an event or help support other events. These hosts and their 
networks would provide the first core audience for the film.

But the team wanted to reach as many people as possible and spread knowledge 
beyond this core. That formed the basis of their approach to mainstream media and 
advertising in order to reach the general public.

Audience Engagement

As I mentioned above, Kempas was only able to start on this project just before the 
festival launch. But, he used this time to start audience aggregation and engagement 
as quickly as possible. There are many channels in which to engage with an audience. 
Social media is one—but it is too often disproportionately stressed, to the detriment to 
other fruitful avenues.

Influencers

With each project, PMDs try to locate the key influencers or word-spreaders within a 
community and reach out to them individually. These could be bloggers, tweeters with a 
big following, websites, journalists, or organizations.

Kempas: We’ve also tested quite a few interesting tools in order to kind a 
find out who the most influential outlets are in areas where we didn’t have 
expertise. I’m working quite a lot on the distribution of a film about stem 
cell research. And for this, we used a tool called Inkybee, which tries to 
measure the impact of blogs on the web, identifying the most influential 
people in the field, what they post, how many interactions they get, what’s 
their traffic, that sort of thing.

So Inkybee and other tools such as Technoratti and Alexa are great for finding blogs to 
connect with. How do you then approach these blogs about your film? The popular ones 
must get lots of requests.

Kempas: You have to approach them in a friendly, casual style, eg. “We 
have just come across your blog, and this might be of interest to you.” It’s 
very important in the first sentence or two of the email (the part that gets 
displayed in the preview of the email) to make it clear you have looked at 
what they have done and that you are relevant. You can offer them free 
previews of the film if they might want to review it, or embed the Distrify 
player, from which they can receive an affiliate share etc.



Organizations

Organizations are one of the key ways that films, especially documentaries, can connect 
to an audience. However, it’s important to keep in mind that these organizations have 
spent years and often millions of dollars developing their brand and their relationship 
with their audience. So why should they share it with you? What is in it for them? Could 
this relationship damage them? All relationships with organizations must be win-win—and 
they usually won’t happen unless they are. In fact, usually the win will have to be greater 
on the organization’s end than on yours—since, usually, you need them more than they 
need you.

So you have a film with a very specific niche—how do you start researching and 
engaging those audiences?

Kempas: We looked for things like, is there a global organization that 
coordinates all work in this field? And that organization—do they have 
a central database in which one can look up the respective charities for 
one’s own country? And then we would go through all the countries and 
collect all the contact details from there. Or, there are all sorts of activist 
websites—people affected by the illness in one way or another, who have 
made many useful contacts.

Kempas and team then extended this search to include healthcare organizations and 
researchers working in the field—not just charities. They built large spreadsheets. 
Kempas: “If you are clever in the way you search and look for directories, that’s how 
you can get contacts in bulk. And sometimes, yes, it involves selecting one country on 
one worldwide directory, getting all the contacts out from there manually, then selecting 
another country. So it does take a long time.”

It is best to have some type of personal connection to the person you are trying to 
engage—because the first challenge is to make it to that person’s inbox, bypassing spam 
filters and folders like Gmail’s “Promotions” and “Social” folders.

Kempas: The sooner you get to a stage where you actually send out 
individual emails (rather than a bulk email) to all of these initial contacts, 
the better. From these individual emails onwards—that’s where things are 
happening.

Their click-through rates for the initial emails was 18 percent, which is very good (note 
this is click-through rates not open rates). They then emailed this 18 percent directly, and 
ultimately 43 of these organizations became involved in screenings.

Websites

Everything Kempas does on the websites for SDI is focused on getting people to interact: 
react to exclusive and new content, sign up, sign a petition, get involved, donate, 
buy, etc., depending on the stage of the film. Much of this is not only in the interest of 
engagement, but also obtaining contact information for further interaction, either by 



traditional sign up, or asking to see the film, or even volunteering. The term volunteer 
comes from the NationBuilder software that Kempas and his team use for all of their 
projects.

NationBuilder is a next-generation, fan engagement platform that integrates a project’s 
website, contact list, and Facebook and Twitter feeds—so that you can track a fan’s 
engagement across all of these avenues. In the U.S., you can even use texts as a method 
of fan data collection. NationBuilder categorizes fans: “prospects” are people who 
have not yet engaged but are likely to be interested; “supporters” have offered their 
contact information; “volunteers” commit to contributing effort to a project. Through 
NationBuilder’s back end, Kempas and his team look at individuals to see if they can be 
converted from prospects to supporters, and then from supporters to volunteers. They 
then use their volunteers either to host screenings or act as word-spreaders, influencers 
or fundraisers.

Kempas: Each project has its different demands on what a website should 
do. We’ve done everything—from a very slick, minimalist website for the 
David Millar Project that just has the most necessary information, signup, 
and an early stage of a blog, to something like the I Am Breathing website, 
where we’re literally at every corner asking people to interact in a different 
way.

Kempas measures each project taking weekly snapshots of engagement from website 
activity (Google Analytics) to social media activity. Kempas also suggests that, in order 
to help with search engine optimization (SEO), filmmakers pepper the site with relevant 
keywords—especially in titles and headlines—so that the film’s site can be found not just 
by film title or filmmaker, but also by subject matter.

Email

Another hugely important tool for audience connection—some would say more important 
than social media—is email. Email, in my experience, converts more than social media, 
at least in most audiences related to purchasing. This may change over time, as younger 
generations, more accustomed to texting, grow older. Or, these younger generations 
might shift to email when they start having jobs and more disposable income to purchase 
products that artists create.

For I Am Breathing, Kempas knew that the festival release was a great time to start 
aggregating email addresses for the film. Even though this seems very basic, this idea is 
still news to many artists.

Kempas and team capture email addresses through three main mechanisms—the first 
two are web-based. The first is through their NationBuilder website, where people can 
sign up for various activities.  The second is through the Distrify player, which shows 
where the film was playing in festivals and enabled people to be notified about the 
film’s availability. Distrify’s film player is unique in that it can be embedded anywhere on 
the web, and, in advance of a film’s release, can play the trailer and encourage signups 



for the film. Distrify shares this contact information with the film owners and tracks any 
purchases, giving a percentage of the sale to the host site. It is a great way to encourage 
blogs and other sites to provide a sales portal for your film on their site.

I Am Breathing Distrify Page

The Distrify widget for I Am Breathing was embedded in more than 100 places across the 
web, including a number of mainstream media outlets.

Kempas: People would click on the screenings button to see if there was 
a screening near them, and because festivals are few and far between, 
people would then sign up to be on the email list so that they would be 
notified when they could see it.

At festival screenings, instead of relying on clipboards, which usually never make it 
through the entire audience during a Q&A, Kempas and his team printed perforated 
cards the size of two business cards. They passed these out during the screening Q&As, 
encouraging people to fill in their contact information, tear it in half, keep the card with 
the film’s information on it, and turn in the other half in. This gave the filmmakers waiting 
at the theaters’ exits, names, email addresses and cities of residence. This had the added 
benefit of one-to-one engagement with the audience members, which helped cement a 
connection between audience and filmmaker.

Kempas: People would say what their connection to the film is. In the case 
of I Am Breathing, when you tell the story of a man dying of a terminal 
illness, many people who come to see that film have been exposed to that 



illness one way or another. So it is all very sensitive, and it is very important 
to have all these individual dialogues in person and over email, in which 
you acknowledge where people are coming from. Because often they are 
either ALS patients or caretakers or family or friends of people affected by 
it.

By May 29, 2013, towards the end of the festival phase and prior to their global screening 
day on June 21, Kempas had accumulated 1,388 emails on NationBuilder for I Am 
Breathing alone (not counting other supporters of the Scottish Documentary Institute 
or other films). 272 of these had signed up via Distrify, and 234 of them were audience 
members who had filled in cards. The rest signed up directly on Nationbuilder.

Six weeks later, following the global screening day, these numbers had almost tripled to 
3,770 email signups (867 through Distrify, 529 audience members).

Today, there are 4,660 emailable supporters for this film alone (1,202 of these were opt-
ins through Distrify, and 692 were film audience members).

Kempas has the following observations on email lists for I Am Breathing.  First during the 
festival run, it is crucial to have established a critical mass of initial word-spreaders to 
build on. Second, embeds of the Distrify player, listing screenings and asking people to 
sign up if there is no screening near them, brings in around 25 percent of signups—this is 
a consistent observation across all projects.

If filmmakers are interested in taking the data from their SDI-produced project, SDI is 
willing to discuss that with them. Opt-ins would need to be set up properly in advance, 
and the stricter European guidelines for data sharing would need to be followed. In the 
case of I Am Breathing, the filmmakers did not express interest in their audience data, 
since they are still in the old-school filmmaker way of thinking—let someone else deal 
with it. Fortunately for these filmmakers, they have a filmmaker-friendly distribution 
alternative in the SDI and their PMD, who offered to send out emails on behalf of the 
filmmakers at their request.

Content

In order to engage audiences early, you need content. And you can’t use the film, 
because you are trying to garner interest for that large piece of content without giving 
it away. As Henrici puts it: “If you have nothing to say, it is hard to communicate with 
people. What is the reason to get in touch with them, if you don’t have something new to 
show them that they would be interested in?”

It is equally important to create content that is of value to your audience.

Audience engagement, especially on the web, is a giant, insatiable maw for content, and 
the more you can create, the better. Kempas says one of the biggest uses of his time is 
creating content for the projects he runs. He creates a mix of content that he sources 
from the web and also offers the project’s own content, which ideally talks more about 
the material related to the subject of the film than it does about the film itself.



For I Am Breathing, for each of the 100 days leading up to the global screening day, the 
I Am Breathing team posted one of the blog posts that Neil Platt wrote before he died. 
While these are quoted in the film, it is a really smart use of content that immediately 
builds audience interest and is of value to them. They added to these blogs (which had 
been published before) photos that they had sourced from the family, as well as new 
writing by Platt’s widow, Louise, who provided a fresh perspective and much-needed 
context for each of Neil’s original posts.

Given Kempas’s late start date on the project, the marketing and distribution team were 
lucky to have these resources. It is much smarter in general to start the process of 
content creation during production or prep (or even earlier).

Henrici: It is more organic to gather content throughout the process and 
archive it, to release it at a later date during the campaign. It is very hard 
to keep an audience engaged for three years (in advance of a feature 
release). If blogging is natural for the director, that’s great and will help you 
extend your campaign. Otherwise, put your content out in a window when 
the film comes out.

How do you convince filmmakers to create content?

Kempas: I actually see that, still, as one of the biggest challenges. Many 
filmmakers, at least here in Europe, are still coming from that standpoint 
where their one big statement is the film they that they made, and they 
don’t really see the need to provide all this other stuff around it, feeling it 
may distract from the big debut that they’ve spent so much time getting 
right.

I agree with Kempas, that knowledge of your subject matter and your audience is 
important for timing the release of content as well as for other forms of audience 
engagement—especially if the film is of a sensitive nature and releasing information early 
would impede the progress of the film.

Kempas: We’re experiencing this with the cycling film we’re working 
on—not just because of the of the private investors involved who receive 
early access to exclusive extra content, but also because the world 
of commercially exploited sports is so restrictive in terms of access to 
events—you are limited in what you can capture and release.

Event/Theatrical

I Am Breathing had a very robust event theatrical release. For an event theatrical release, 
I am including all theatrical—non- and semi-theatrical, including film festivals. They all 
engage an audience in a live setting with the unique attributes of a live event.

Community Screenings

The I Am Breathing team decided to create a global screening day for the film on the 



annual awareness day for MND/ALS, June 21, 2013.

Because of the partnership they built with the MND Association, members of that 
organization would be able to screen it themselves at no cost.  For everyone else, there 
was a sliding scale, for which they used the Portable Fundraising extension they jointly 
developed with Distrify.

Kempas: The creation of an event on one day really helped us to get 
momentum. It’s one thing to ask, “Do you want to show this film at some 
point?” It’s more effective to go to people and say, “Listen, we are going 
to do this one big day, when we are trying to do as much as possible. Can 
you do it ideally on this day?”

Engaging The D-Word for Screenings

The D-Word is a global online community for documentary filmmakers founded by Doug 
Block that Kempas has been co-hosting since 2002.

Kempas realized that he had a big event happening in the U.K., but wanted to have 
screenings in as many countries as possible. So, on top of the MND/ALS organizations 
and SDI’s existing international contacts, Kempas proposed to engage the documentary 
professionals who are members of The D-Word in a “collaborative distribution” model, 
by offering them the opportunity to screen the film in their home cities. This collaboration 
with The D-Word essentially doubled the amount of countries I Am Breathing was shown 
in on its global screening day.

Kempas: It’s really brilliant to have places like Bahrain, Rwanda or the 
Philippines, that would have never seen a screening of the film otherwise. 
I think the so-called worldwide roll-out of films often just includes English-
speaking countries. We tried to go beyond that and at an early stage 
started to prepare versions in other major languages of the world.

They ended up subtitling the film in ten languages, using a small-scale crowd-source 
technique in which they did a call in their own existing networks instead of going out to 
the web.

Community Screening Results

They ended up with more than 300 screenings around the world in 50 countries, half of 
which were on the awareness day, June 21. This number of screenings, combined with 
the U.K. premiere at the Edinburgh International Film Festival on the night before this 
awareness day, gave the release a high profile and prestige.

A total 310 screenings have been booked through the Distrify player to date.

Traditional Theatrical

Building on the attention received around the global screening day, I Am Breathing also 



had a number of traditional theatrical exhibitions around the world. First, in Britain, there 
was a rolling theatrical with single-day or multiple-day releases in London, Edinburgh, 
Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Newbury, Exeter, and Great Torrington in July and August of 
2013.

Then, because of the critical acclaim the film was receiving, they decided to qualify for 
the Oscars, with week-long runs at the IFC Center in New York City and Laemmle Music 
Hall in Beverly Hills. For this run, they spent about $50,000—a cost that included the 
theaters, a New York publicist, advertising, deliverables for the Academy submission, as 
well as travel for one of the directors, Neil’s widow, the producer, and the PMD. As an 
Oscar-qualifying run is highly uncommon for a Scottish film, they were able to receive a 
grant from Creative Scotland and Edinburgh University.

Kempas: It’s still a very British story, it’s the story of a British family, so it 
was a big experiment to see to what extent that would catch on in the 
States.

The team contacted 107 cinemas in the U.K. and 62 in the U.S., mostly based on crowd-
sourced suggestions. The pick-up rate was 15 percent in the U.K. but only 5 percent in 
the U.S.

Then in November and December 2013, they had a four-week release in six big cities in 
Brazil via the major chain Itaú Cinemas.  

Click here for a complete list of cities and a map.

Exactly 50 countries at current count, in no particular order:

Europe (21)

Iceland, Finland, Sweden, Russia, Ireland, United Kingdom, 
Denmark, Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Croatia, 
Romania, Serbia, Hungary, Turkey, Ukraine, Poland, Czech 
Republic, Latvia, Estonia

Asia (15)
China, Armenia, Lebanon, Jordan, Bahrain, United Arab 
Emirates, India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, 
Philippines, Taiwan, Vietnam, Bangladesh

Africa (6) South Africa, Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Kenya, Egypt, Morocco
North America (3) Canada, United States, Mexico
South America (3) Colombia, Brazil, Argentina (As of May, 2014)
Australasia (2) Australia, New Zealand

Screening Revenue

Screenings booked through the Distrify Portable Fundraiser totalled $10,547. If you also 
consider the additional fees for traditional screenings, this total rises to around $15,000.

Kempas: Keep in mind—we kept the screening fees really low so people 
could do fundraising for local charities. We also waived fees in many 
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cases, and there were generally no fees for screenings organized by 
members of the MND Association in the UK.

Marketing During The Release

Press

In the United States especially, traditional reviews and press are normally only given 
when the film has a traditional, week-long theatrical run in a city. However, this has been 
changing over the years, with more and more press embracing film events and covering 
films that are only screened for one day. The press surrounding I Am Breathing reinforces 
this trend.  They received a tremendous amount of national U.K. press, because they 
created a significant event with their global screening day, timed around a day important 
for their audience. They received reviews, Kempas says, as well as feature articles in 
“tabloid newspapers like the Daily Mail and The Sun, and established broadsheets like 
The Independent, The Guardian and the Telegraph Magazine.”

The I Am Breathing team and the publicists they worked with smartly focused on the 
story of the family. With the help of Louise Oswald, Platt’s widow, they pitched the film as 
a human-interest story about family and health.

Media Buys – Billboards

The campaign was also lucky, in that the MND Association received some donated 
advertising space, “which turned out to be 250 large billboards across the London 
Underground and Network Rail in England and Wales,” Kempas says. These were 
designed in-house by the MND Association to draw attention to the charity—but they also 
sold the film. 



I Am Breathing Billboard

People started taking pictures of the billboards and posting them to social media. 
This most likely happened because the I Am Breathing team had already engaged an 
audience who were excited to discover and then share.

Media Buys – Facebook Advertising

Kempas and company spent $3,000 on Facebook ads—something he says you don’t 
really have a choice in these days, because Facebook doesn’t let you communicate 
with all of your fans unless you pay them. They used some side ads but mostly used 
sponsored stories, which are generally more effective, since side ads don’t show up 
on mobile devices yet. Their experience showed that the sponsored posts was more 
effective than the side ads as well. Kempas would have loved to explore conversion 
tracking—but he didn’t have time on I Am Breathing.

Kempas: [The experience with Facebook was] painful and successful at 
the same time. You can only randomly reach people when not paying. But 
when you pay, it sort of pays off.

Website Engagement

Here are the statistics for the web engagement for I Am Breathing. This data show the 
effects of a one-day screening event and the attention that a film can build around that 
event—even if it is not a traditional theatrical release. You can also see why it would be 
difficult to wait four months for the DVD and VOD release considering the drop-off in 
audience.

I Am Breathing Web Engagement

170,117 sessions by 112,773 users to date, viewing an average of 2.57 pages per session. 
59,677 of these sessions were during “awareness month,” June 2013, alone.



Clearest peaks:

June 17
Height of media coverage leading up 
to the Global Awareness Day (The 
Independent, The Guardian, BBC, STV)

June 21: Global Awareness Day

June 22:
Louise Oswald (Platt’s wife) on BBC 
Breakfast

Nov. 25: Film4 UK TV premiere

Other peaks included media coverage around the U.S. theatrical run in early September, 
and the announcement of the film’s nomination for three BAFTA Scotland Awards (Best 
Doc, Best Director, and Audience Award) in mid-October.

Digital & DVD

Direct to Fan

Up until now, I Am Breathing has been exclusively available on Distrify as VOD rental or 
DVD purchase. Kempas and his team use Distrify for automated DVD fulfilment, using 
Kunaki.

The reason for this exclusivity is that they wanted to see how the Distrify player would 
work with its custom-built Portable Fundraiser component with a “top-up” capability. 
If people had an opportunity to buy the film on Amazon or iTunes or watch the film on 
Netflix, they would not have the option to donate through a top-up payment, or the 
motivation to buy the film from the Distrify player.

Kempas and the SDI had partnered with Distrify to apply for a technology grant from the 
Nesta trust in the U.K. that supported collaborations between an arts organization and 
a technology company. The idea was to make crowdfunding portable across the web 
as part of a video player (hence the name “Portable Fundraiser”), enabling people to do 
community screenings, set their own price for a film, encourage donations to charity, or 
encourage people to pay for others to see the film, or “pay it forward”.  They received 
£45,000 for the actual technology development from Nesta. As importantly, Kempas 
pushed for and received another £25,000 in order to market the concept. This was 
also a savvy way for Kempas to raise more marketing money for the film by using I Am 
Breathing as one of two test cases. The need for marketing money at inception applies 
to nearly all industries and art forms.



Distrify: “Give 20”

Using Distrify, you can pay for others to see the film, and choosing how many you want 
to give it to (“Give 20”). You can also give extra to help the distribution of the film and 
support needs within the MND/ALS community (“Top Up”). A unique sliding scale shows 
the effects: A £100 top-up would pay for a train ticket for Louise, Neil’s widow, to attend 
a Q&A session and for a special cutlery set that gives MND/ALS patients the dignity of 
being able to feed themselves. “We always tried to connect what people could give with 
what it would do for the film campaign, as well as the charity,” Kempas says.

Distrify “Top up”



Results

Kempas calculated an average top-up of £5 per sale (including those sales without 
donations). They observed that DVDs would get more top-up than streaming rentals, 
which makes sense, since it is a higher price point.  But they also saw customers topping 
up for the same amount as the purchase or people picking fixed round amounts to top 
up.

Kempas: From my observation, my feeling is that most people top up a 
little bit at the very least. The user actually has to move a slider to the 
zero position in order to not make an additional contribution, so that 
automatically encourages people to contribute. If we had more resources 
then we could set up an A/B test see how many people get turned away by 
that top-up option.

Through Distrify alone, between October 1 and February 5, the gross VOD income, 
including top-up donations was $5,303. Between November 1 and February 5, DVD sales 
(including top-up donations) hit $5,836. 46% of all DVD purchases got topped up.  Those 
who donated gave an average of GBP £16,16, paying on average £28.66 for their DVDs 
instead of the regular £12.50

The total top-up donations for VOD and DVD has been $5,247. The I Am Breathing team 
generally give 50 percent of these top-up donations to the MND Association and feed 
the other 50 percent back into their campaign, in order to reach more people with the 
film.

Kempas: Keep in mind, we’re trying to sell a film about a dying man here. 
What’s interesting to see is the high conversion rates. Generally, over 
5 percent—and almost 10 percent of people who watch the trailer on 
the I Am Breathing website itself—end up renting or purchasing it. The 
conversion rate is even 15 percent through the Scottish Documentary 
Institute website.

In addition to enabling booking of community screenings, enabling people to pay for 
others to see the film for free (pay it forward) and enabling people to pay more for the 
film and donate to charity, the Portable Fundraiser can also be used for crowdfunding 
against a set target with optional instant digital rewards, and for set-your-own-price sales.

Oscar Qualification and its Impact on VOD

The problem with an Academy qualifier is that you can’t have any release on VOD or 
DVD or even TV anywhere in the world before the qualification run. As a result, Kempas 
and company only started with VOD and DVD sales about four months after they had 
amassed maximum attention around that global screening day. “So, if you ask me about 
one thing I would do differently,” Kempas says, “that would be it for sure.”

Wider Application of “Top-Up” Capability



The “top–up” donation add-on to the Distrify player does not only allow filmmakers to 
donate to causes, it also gives audiences a different way of paying for films.

This is especially true for audiences who are not accustomed to paying for media, but 
rather obtain media through peer-to-peer channels.  Much of the audience of another SDI 
film, Future My Love, falls into this category, as it explores ideas around a world without 
money.

Henrici: We knew the core audience of Future My Love wouldn’t pay for 
anything—so, we wanted to make the film available for free—while also 
explaining that there is nothing for free. On YouTube, it’s the ads that pay 
for the platform. What we are asking is for the audience to share it with 
other people, to donate to the filmmaker’s future work. We want to help 
people think differently about the economy. In addition, we get personal 
responses through the pay-it-forward scheme. People thank their donors 
and the filmmakers—it’s not so much about the money, it’s about the 
impact. It’s really moving when people do it and want the world to be a 
better place.

Larger Digital Platforms – Aggregation

Kempas and the SDI are currently talking to an aggregator in the U.K. that would get 
the film up on a variety of platforms, including iTunes, and they have also been testing 
KinoNation. Their intention is to release the film on these platforms in the run-up to this 
year’s global awareness day, marking the first anniversary of their first big screening 
initiative. But as Kempas points out, iTunes, Netflix, and Amazon VOD are not as widely 
used in Europe as they are in the United States. There are also growing barriers to 
subtitled programming—even for documentaries.

Broadcast

I Am Breathing was funded in part by television presales totalling £46,000 for the U.K., 
Denmark, and Finland.

From completion, a television sales agent has been handling foreign sales and the film 
has been sold to the following territories and platforms for a total of £13,020: Canal+ 
(Poland),  ERR (Estonia),  UR (Sweden),  HSCC Ltd (Israel),  VPRO (Netherlands),  VRT 
(Belgium),  Arts Media Group/NKS-Media (Commonwealth of Independent States & Baltic 
States).   

They are still pursuing deals in Canada and the United States (along with the rest of 
the world). But foreign television deals are tough for smaller films these days. One note 
about Canada and the U.S.: There is a strong concern among Canadian sales agents 
and broadcasters that U.S. television, and especially North American digital deals with 
traditional U.S. aggregators, jeopardize Canadian television sales. So to all filmmakers, be 
cautious about how you time these rights.



Impact
Through the international event/theatrical screening program, broadcasts and press, the 
film was able to achieve quite a large audience that was moved emotionally—and moved 
to action, if only to donate money to the cause of awareness, care, and research.

Donations were raised both on the website ($9,248) and on the Distrify player ($738).  
These were straight donations, in which nothing was purchased by the person making 
the donation, and are in addition to the top-up figures above ($5,247).

The NationBuilder platform makes it easy to conduct a petition drive, and following 
the global screening day, they conducted a campaign to have the film shown in more 
theaters. They initially asked for 1,000 signatures and ended up with 2,615, many of 
whom were new signups.

The Impact of the PMD

As Henrici noted above, the SDI could not have conducted the global screening 
campaign nor created the technology for the Portable Fundraiser without having a PMD 
on board.

Henrici: You need someone who is on top of the technology tools that 
enable you to take advantage of these new opportunities. This has 
allowed us to innovate more, which is newsworthy. All these bigger things 
would not be possible without the PMD.

She also points out that having someone devoted to this position puts one person in 
charge of making sure that any opportunity for any of their films—no matter where it is in 
its lifecycle—is taken advantage of.  Traditional producers are often onto the next film and 
are overwhelmed with production and other issues, but having a PMD is invaluable to 
track opportunities.

But is there a greater benefit to the SDI for all of their projects by having a PMD on staff? 
This is part of the mission of their Virtuous Circle initiative—for the early engagement 
work to not only help with that particular film, but that it has benefits for future projects as 
well, allowing the circle to continue.

There are a number of ways to show how the PMD at SDI did create added benefits for 
all of their projects, especially future ones.

Creation of Institutional Knowledge

Both Henrici and Kempas both point out the incredible benefits of keeping a variety of 
knowledge that the PMD generates within the organization to benefit other projects. 
Once someone knows how to set up direct-to-fan distribution, you don’t need someone 
to relearn it each time—like filmmakers generally do.

Kempas: Making all these connections only once for one film is an energy 



waster, but it’s hugely beneficial as you gain knowledge and connections. 
Many of the things that we do don’t immediately pay off for the project, but 
I think that building big databases of contacts has become an absolute 
necessity for independent film production.

For instance, their email opt in for I Am Breathing reads: “Send me email updates from 
SDI Productions,” so they can email everyone about future projects.

Kempas: We would only do so if we felt that these future projects were 
highly relevant for that audience, and we would do it gradually and 
organically, by first having the old project post about the new one, etc.

Henrici notes that when you hire freelancers or companies from the outside, “you lose 
that expertise,” when they finish the project and leave.

Henrici: With [Kempas] in-house, we have a much larger database—
audience members, customers, theaters, organizations, press—and we are 
able to see who is most likely to participate in future projects. We have a 
new film about living with the prospect of dying—Amy Hardie’s new project 
Singing Hospice (working title). Now, we feel that we can reengage those 
people.

They also have a database of 265 theaters because of their global screening initiative 
and theatrical self-distribution.

Kempas: I think that every individual filmmaker should start building their 
own databases and really see that as an asset for the future, because 
each journalist contact or list of independently programmed cinemas will 
benefit successive projects over time.

Commonalities Between Audiences and Projects

Kempas notices when there are opportunities to connect two of his projects that 
may provide each other mutual benefit. For example, the SDI-distributed Stem Cell 
Revolutions explains particular types of cells, and these cells may benefit MND/ALS 
patients in the future.

The PMD Effect
According to Henrici, the PMD has two really large roles. The first is impact—but the title 
of “impact producer” doesn’t describe the enormous breadth of what is done. Ideally, 
the PMD is a head of department who has people under him. But who has money to run 
a real department in marketing and distribution? You need to have paid interns take on 
certain roles to help.

However, PMDs can demonstrate other benefits to the position, including increased 
visibility and notoriety, in addition to the technological innovations. 



Henrici: Since our films are very non-commercial, we’re not really able to 
demonstrate that we generate extra revenue. But we are on the way to 
making the PMD role sustainable.

Henrici notes that although they don’t turn a net profit on the films, having someone on 
the distribution side generates income and is exciting.  “Getting over five figures in VOD 
revenue over a year is cool.”

Kempas has done a calculation to prove a PMD effect: additional income caused by 
his position, minus additional expenses caused by his position, neither of which were 
provided for in the original Virtuous Circle program budget. This totals to a net gain of 
at least $43,000. Another way of looking at this, is: The original budget of the Virtuous 
Circle initiative called for around $50,000 to be raised as income for the whole initiative. 
They have well surpassed that, having raised more than $112,000 of income.

Kempas says it best: “I think the fact that I’m still here more than a year after that initial 
funded period ran out is a testament to the fact that this role is much-needed.”

Summary
I created the concept of the Producer of Marketing and Distribution in my book Think 
Outside the Box Office as a solution to the problem that filmmakers face in our current 
distribution and marketing landscape—where they, the filmmaker, are more often than 
not responsible for engaging the distribution and marketing process. Because filmmakers 
often do not possess the time, skills, or inclination to engage in this process, someone 
else must be brought on to fulfill this function—otherwise the work will not be done. Just 
as filmmakers have a producer who brings the film to completion, so should they have a 
Producer of Marketing and Distribution to bring the film to an audience.

I was excited when the SDI created a PMD position to service their feature films, since it 
is often cost-prohibitive for individual filmmakers to hire a full time PMD for themselves. 
I believe that the experience of the SDI indicates that the PMD position is useful to 
any company, organization or government body that has a slate of films (or a group of 
any artistic projects for that matter). My hope is that other government film and media 
institutions consider hiring PMDs for their projects. In addition, I am encouraged by 
the rise of collaborative filmmaking and filmmaking collectives being formed as a way 
to share the costs and work involved in filmmaking. I would recommend that these 
collectives consider bringing on a PMD to work with them collaboratively, just as the SDI 
has done.

http://www.thinkoutsidetheboxoffice.com/
http://www.thinkoutsidetheboxoffice.com/


I am Breathing Film Facts

Principal Crew

Directors Emma Davie, Morag McKinnon

Producer Sonja Henrici

Co-Producer Sigrid Dyekjœrs

Executive Producer Noé Mendelle

Distribution and Marketing Team

Producer of Marketing and 
Distribution

Ben Kempas

Outreach Co-ordinator Rebecca Day

Outreach Assistant Demelza Kooij

UK PR Alex Rowley

US PR Brian Geldin

International versioning Ania Urbanowska

Interns and volunteers Letitzia Finizio, Duncan Cowles, Bojana Papp

SDI Technical Consultant to 
Virtuous Circle

Nic Wistreichp

Total Production Budget

$475,000

Marketing and Distribution Budget 
(not including the technical side of the Portable Fundraiser or the U.S. release)

$100,000

Principal Production Funders

Creative Scotland, Danish Film Institute, Channel 4, DR, YLE, Wellcome Trust, MND Association, SDI 
Productions

Principal Marketing and Distribution Funders

Nesta Digital R&D Scotland Fund, Creative Scotland, SDI Productions, Edinburgh College of Art/
Edinburgh University, as well as hundreds of screening fees and donations from members the public

Premiere Festivals

IDFA 2012

True/False 2013

Hot Docs 2013

EIFF 2013
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